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to fight. On the other side, this was the first Jihad of Muslims in
which fourteen thousand fighters had come out to confront the enemy.
The war material they had with them was much more than they ever
had. Then, they had the experience of Badr and 'Uhud where they had
seen how a negligible number of three hundred and thirteen illequipped men had triumphed over a strong army of one thousand wellequipped fighters. Under these circumstances, when they came to
think about their numbers and preparations on that day, some unfortunate words - 'today, it is impossible that anyone can defeat us, for today, once the fighting starts, the enemy will run' - were uttered by
some of them (as reported by Hakim and BazzZr).
This attitude - that someone relies solely on one's own power - was
something disliked by the supreme Master of humans, jinns and angels. Hence, Muslims were taught a lesson for their lack of discretion.
They got a taste of it when the tribe of HawZzin, following their battle
plan, launched a surprise attack and their army units lurking in
mountain passes encircled Muslims from all sides. The dust kicked up
by their sudden tactical advance turned the day into night, the Companions lost their foothold and started running. In contrast, the Holy
Ljs JJI & was the lone figure seen advancing on his mount,
Prophet
forward and not backwards. A counted few of his noble Companions reportedly, three hundred, or even less than one hundred as said by
others - did, however, stay with him, but they too wished that he
would not continue advancing.

+,

realized that the situation
Then, the Holy Prophet +, Ljs JJI
to call his
was grave. He asked Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas ~ ;dlt
Companions. These were his Companions who had given him a pledge
to fight when they had assembled under the Tree. Then, he pointed
out to those who had been mentioned in the Qur'an as well as to the
Ansar of Madinah who had promised to stake their lives in this Jihad.
He wanted all of them to come back and wanted them to know that the
Messenger of Allah was present on the battlefield.
The call given by Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S &I dJran
through the battlefield like some power current. All deserters were
smitten with remorse. They regrouped with fresh vigor and valor and
fought against the enemy fully and decisively. First the enemy commander, Malik ibn 'Awf ran away from the battlefield leaving his fami-
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ly and belongings behind and took refuge in the fort of Ta'if. After him,
the rest of his people deserted the battlefield. Seventy of their chiefs
were killed. Incidentally, when some children received wounds a t the
&I
took immedihands of Muslim soldiers, the Holy Prophet
ate notice and prohibited them sternly against any such action in future. Everything they left fell into Muslim hands. It included six thousand prisoners of war, twenty four thousand camels, forty thousand
goats and four thousand 'uqiyah* of silver.

+, +

The same subject has been taken up in the first (25) and second (26)
verses. The gist of what was said there is: 'when you waxed proud of
your numbers, it did not work for you and you found yourself all cornered as if the earth was straitened for you despite its vastness. Then,
you showed your backs and ran. Then, Allah Ta'ala sent down upon
you His tranquility - sending forces of angels for His Messenger and
the believers with him, something you did not see. Thus, the disbelievers were punished a t your hands.'
It will be useful to explain the statement: A;
f i J;~;?'
%$I(Then Allah sent down His tranquility upon His Messenger and
upon the believers) appearing in verse 26 a little further. It means that
Allah Ta'ila sent down His tranquility upon the hearts of the noble
Companions who had lost their foothold on the battlefield during the
initial attack of the enemy a t Hunain. This caused their feet to become
firm again and those who had run away came back. As for the sending
of tranquility upon the Holy Prophet +, 4&I& and the Companions
who had stayed on the war front with firmness and determination, it
means that they could see victory close a t hand. And since the tranquility mentioned here was of two kinds - one for those who ran, and
the other for those who stayed on with the Holy Prophet
&I
with firmness and determination - it is to point out to this refinement
;
(. ..upon His Messenger and upon
that the expressions: * + I 3;$$&
the believers) have been placed separately and introduced one after
the other with the repetition of the preposition
('a12 upon).

+,

.1:s

After that, it was said: G$;?
23b (. .. and sent down forces which
you did not see). This means that the people a t large did not see. That
some reports mention the 'seeing' of these 'forces' should not be taken

* 1'Uqiyah= 122.472 grams approximately. (A&;

&I,

1 Mufti Muhammad Shafi)
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as contrary to this.
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After that, in conclusion, it was said:
+i; I,>
3s; It
means that Allah punished those who disbelieved - and those who disbelieved deserved that punishment. This punishment or recompense
refers to their subjugation a t the hands of Muslims which was something witnessed openly. In sum, what was their worldly punishment,
they received promptly. As for their fate in the Hereafter, it has been
;LIL$ g ~ h
+ zl $ ( ~ e tAllah
mentioned in verse 27:9&5~$&l;!u$
relents, after that, to whomsoever He wills. And Allah is MostForgiving, Very-Merciful).
A hint has been given here that some people out of those who have
received their punishment in the form of defeat a t Muslim hands in
this Jihad and who still keep adhering to their disbelief will be blessed
with the ability to become true believers. The manner in which this
happened is given below in some details.

Victory of Hunain: Enemy chiefs embrace Islam, Prisoners
Return
It will be recalled that some chiefs from the tribes of Hawazin and
Thaqif were killed in the battle of Hunain. Some ran away. Their families became prisoners of war and their properties fell into Muslim
hands as spoils that included six thousand prisoners, twenty four
thousand camels, more than forty thousand goats and four thousand
'nqiyah of silver that equals approximately 489.888 kilograms. The
appointed Sayyidnz Abu Sufygn ibn Harb as
Holy Prophet +, i j s 1111
the Custodian of war spoils.
After that, the defeated forces of Hawazin and Thaqif tried to regroup a t various places to challenge Muslims but a t every such place
they kept facing defeat. Such was the awe of their victors that they
chose to lock themselves up into the strong fortress of Ta'if. The Holy
Prophet & put this fortress under siege which lasted up to fifteen or
twenty days. The besieged enemy kept shooting their arrows from inside the fortress. They could not muster enough courage to come out in
1111 requested
the open. The Companions of the Holy Prophet +,
him to pray that some evil befalls these people - but he prayed that
they be guided right. Then, he went into consultation with his Companions and decided to return. When he reached Ji'irranah he intend-

+

ed to go to Makkah al-Mu'azzamah and perform "Umrah and then return to Madinah. Many of the Makkans who had come as spectators of
Muslim victory or defeat seized the occasion to announce their conversion to Islam.
It was on arrival a t this stage of the journey that arrangements
were made to distribute spoils. While this distribution was still in process, a deputation of fourteen chiefs of the tribe of Hawazin led by Zuhayr ibn Surad came in all of a sudden. They had come to pay their respects to the Holy Prophet +, Ljc Dl &. Included in the group was AbE
Yarqan, a foster uncle of the Holy Prophet
dl &, who came up
to him, told him that they had embraced Islam and requested that
their families and properties may be returned to them. The request
was made more personal when he reminded the Messenger of Allah
that they were related to him through the bond of fosterage and they
were in a distress that was no secret for him. So, he pleaded for his favor. The leader of the deputation was a man of poetry. He said: '0
Messenger of Allah, had we presented some such request in a distress
like this before the King of Byzantine or Iraq, then they too - we believe - would have not rejected our entreaty. And as for you, Allah has
certainly made you the foremost in high morals, so we have come to
you with high hopes.'

+,

The Holy Prophet g
$ who was himself a mercy for the whole world
found his difficulty compounded. On the one hand, his inherent mercy
for people demanded that all prisoners and properties be returned to
them, while on the other, he realized that all Mujahidin have a right in
spoils and depriving all of them of their due right was not proper in
terms of justice. Therefore, according to a report in the Sahih of alBukhari, the Holy Prophet & addressed his companions saying:
"Here are your brothers. They have repente'd. I wish that
their prisoners should be returned back to them. Those from
you who are ready to return their share willingly, and with
pleasure, should do so as an act of grace. As for those who
are not ready to do so, to them we shall give a proper return
for it from the first Fai' properties (spoils gained without
fighting) that come to us in future."

Seeking of public opinion: The correct method
Voices rose from all sides that they were willing to returnall pris-
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oners in good cheer but, in view of his 'concern in matters involving
did not conjustice, equity and rights, the Holy Prophet pL-J Ljs &I
sider different voices of this nature as sufficient. He said: I do not
know who are those who got ready to surrender their right gladly and
who are those who remained silent under pressure. This is a matter of
the rights of people. Therefore, every head of a family or chief of a
group should go to their respective families and groups, talk to them
individually, separately and frankly, and tell him the truth.
Following his wishes, the chiefs went back to their people, met
each of them separately, secured their first-hand agreement and reLjt dl& that all of them were ready to
ported to the Holy Prophet
Ljt &I
returned
surrender their rights. Then, the Holy Prophet
all those prisoners back to them.

+,

+,

These were the people whose Taubah or repentance was pointed to
in verse 27 which begins with the words: qi G&&~
J$$ (Yet Allah
relents, after that, to whomsoever He wills). As for the details of
events that came to pass during the battle of Hunain, part of it has
been mentioned in the Qur'an while the rest has been taken from authentic narrations of Hadith. (Mazhari and Ibn Kathh-)

Injunctions and Rulings
Many injunctions, rulings and subsidiary elements of guidance appear here under the shadows of these events. In fact, they are the very
purpose of the narration of these events.
The very first instruction given in these verses is that Muslims
should never wax proud of their power or numerical superiority. They
should realize that the way they look towards Allah and His help a t
times when they are weak and deficient, very similarly, when they are
strong and powerful, their total trust should also remain on nothing
but the help of Allah alone.
In the battle of Hunain, Muslims enjoyed numerical superiority.
They had sufficient weapons and supplies. This led some Companions
to utter words of pride to the effect that no one could dare defeat them
on that particular day. Allah Ta'ala did not like that a group of people
so dear to him would say something like that. The result was that
Muslims lost their foothold on the battlefield a t the time the enemy
launched the initial attack. They started running. Then, it was only
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with unseen help from Allah that this battle was won.

Properties of defeated non-believers:
The need for justice and caution
The second instruction given here relates to the need for observing
caution and justice when handling properties owned by non-believers
who have been defeated and overpowered. This is illustrated by the action taken by the Holy Prophet +, L& &I & when he had taken war
materials for the battle of Hunain from the vanquished non-Muslims
of Makkah. This was an occasion when these supplies could have been
taken from them by force too. But the R a s a of Allah +, cjs dl& took
these as borrowing - and then, he returned everything so borrowed
back to them.
This event taught Muslims an essential lesson - that they should
maintain perfect justice and show mercy and magnanimity even when
they are dealing with enemies.
The third instruction is embedded in what he said while making a
stopover a t Khaif bani Kinanah enroute Hunain. 'Tomorrow', he said,
'we shall be staying a t a place where our enemies, the Quraysh of
Makkah, had once sat and resolved to excommunicate Muslims!' The
hint given here is clear - when Allah Ta'ala has blessed Muslims with
victory and power, they should not forget about the days of distress in
the past, so that they remain grateful to Allah under all conditions. It
will also be recalled that the defeated Hawazin forces had taken refuge
in the Ta'if fortress from where they were shooting arrows against
Muslims repeatedly. The Holy Prophet +, L& &I& was requested to
pray for a curse to fall on them. He did not respond to their arrows in
that manner. He prayed that they be guided to the right path. Being
mercy for all the worlds, this prayer for his enemies is teaching Muslims the lesson that Muslims, when they fight in a Jihad, do not intend
to subdue the enemy, instead, their objective is to bring them to guidance. Therefore, making efforts to achieve this objective should not be
neglected at any time.
The third verse (27) instructs Muslims that they should not write
off disbelievers who have been defeated a t war because it is likely that
Allah Ta'ala may give them the ability to embrace Islam and be
blessed with the light of faith. The Hawazin deputation's entry into
the fold of Islam proves it.
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The same deputation from the tribe of Hawazin had requested the
return of their prisoners and the Holy Prophet
& JJI & had asked
the gathering of Companions if they agreed to do that out of their free
will. The response came in the form of voiced ayes from the audience.
LjS dl
did not consider it to be sufficient. InThe Holy Prophet
stead, he took elaborate steps to ascertain the approval of each and
every individual before he would act.

+,

+,

This proves that the matter of rights is serious. It is not
permissible to take what belongs to a person as a matter of right
unless it becomes certain that this was done on the basis of his or her
free will. The silence of a person either due to the awe of the crowd or
the sense of shame before people is not a sufficient proof of the
person's free will and heart-felt consent. From here, Muslim jurists
have deduced the ruling that it is not correct to solicit contributions
even for some religious purpose when it is done to impress a person by
one's personal office, power, or influence. The reason is that there are
many gentle people who would be affected by such conditions around
and decide to get away by giving something just to avoid being
embarrassed - of course, this does not have the backing of genuine
free will, approval and pleasure. Incidentally, what is given in that
spirit does not have any barakah either.

Verse 28

0 those who believe, the Mushriks* are impure indeed,
so let them not come near Al-masjid-al-haram after this
year of theirs. And if you apprehend poverty, then, Allah shall, if He wills, make you self-sufficient with His
grace. Surely, Allah is All-Knowing,All-Wise. [281

Commentary
A proclamation of withdrawal was made against Mushriks and disbelievers a t the beginning of S i r a h Al-Taubah. The verse appearing

*. Those who associate partners with Allah.
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above describes injunctions related to this proclamation. In substance,
it stipulated that treaties with disbelievers should be terminated or
fulfilled within a year and after the passage of one year from this proclamation, no Mushrik should remain within the sacred precincts of the
Haram.
This has been stated in the present verse in a particular manner
that accomplishes two objectives simultaneously. It points out to the
wisdom behind this injunction and it also alleviates the apprehensions
of some Muslims about its implementation. Here, the word: & (najas)
has been used with fathah on the letter jh which carries the sense of
filth and filth denotes every impurity which one averts naturally.
Imam R;gh?b al-Isfahani has said: It also includes impurity that is perceived through the senses, such as the eye, the nose or the hand as
well as that which one is able to know about through knowledge and
reason. Therefore, the word: 'najas' is inclusive of filth or impurity of
three types. The first one is real. 'Everyone perceives it as such. Then,
there is the second type. This is known as legal because it makes w u d i
(ablution) or ghusl (bath) legally necessary. Examples are the state of
J a n z b a h (intercourse, ejaculation, wet-dream etc.), as well as, the
post-menstruation and post-childbed states known as haid and nifzs.
And then, there is the spiritual impurity that relates to the human
heart, for example, false beliefs and evil morals. The word 'najas' covers all of these.
The word, kl (innam;) introduced in this verse has been used for
hasr or restriction. Therefore, the sentence comes to mean that Mushriks (those who ascribe partners to Allah) are impure indeed (in the
sense of 'are but filth'). The truth of the matter is that all three types
of impurities are found in Mushriks because they just do not take a lot
of impure things as really impure. The outcome is that they do not
make any effort to stay away from smearing themselves with obvious
impurities - such as, liquor and things made with it. As for the modalities of purification against acquired impurities provided by religious
codes - such as, the prescribed bath after having fallen into the state
of Janabah - they simply do not believe in them! Similarly, spiritual
impurities like false beliefs and evil morals do not make much sense to
them.
Therefore, by declaring Mushriks to be impure in this verse, the in-
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junction given was: &+ti
L&riI$l WI' $g%(so let them not come near
Al-masjid-al-haram after this year of theirs).
The word: Al-masjid-al-harim is generally used to denote the place
that is surrounded by a walled structure around the Baytullah. But, in
the Qur'in and Hadith, this word, a t times, has been used for the sacred precincts of the entire Haram of Makkah as well - which is a n
area of several square miles and is hemmed in by limits originally appointed by Sayyidni IbrGhIm ?XJI +. It is in this very sense that words
of the text of the QurEn referring to the event of Mi'rij: $I?,
@I'
&
(from Al-masjid-al-haram - 18:l) have been taken. This interpretation
has the backing of a consensus because the event of Mi'rij did not originate from inside what is commonly known as Al-masjid-al-haram, instead of which, it started from the home of Sayyidah Umm HinI' &I dJ
P
b.Similarly, in the noble verse: $$I @I' & 7%
31 (Except those
with whom you made a treaty near Al-masjid-al-haram - 9:7), Almasjid-al-haram means the whole of Haram - because, the event of
making a peace treaty mentioned there took place a t Hudaibiyah,
which is located outside the limits of the Haram close by. (Al-JassiiS)

$4

Therefore, the verse comes to mean that the entry of the Mushriks
into the sacred precincts of the Haram shall be banned after 'this'
year. Which year is 'this' year? Some commentators say that it means
the Hijrah year 10. But, according to the majority of commentators,
the preferred year is Hijrah 9 - because, the Holy Prophet
r j f &I
L,,
had made the 'proclamation of withdrawal' through Sayyidni Abu
Bakr and Sayyidna Ali L+ &I dJduring the Hajj season of this very
Hijrah year 9. Therefore, the period between Hijrah 9 and Hijrah 10 is
the year of respite. It was only after Hijrah 10 that this law came into
force.

+,

Does the rule stop Mushriks from entering the Sacred Mosque
only, or does it apply to all mosques?
About the injunction appearing in the cited verse: that no Mushrik
should be allowed to come near Al-masjid-al-haram (the Sacred
Mosque) after Hijrah 10, three things need consideration. Firstly, we
have to determine if this injunction is particular to the Sacred Mosque,
or other mosques of the world also fall under its jurisdiction. Secondly,
if this is particular to the Sacred Mosque, then, is the entry of a Mushrik in the Sacred Mosque banned in an absolute sense? Or the ban of
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such entry applies only in the case of Hajj and 'Umrah - not otherwise.
Thirdly, this injunction appearing in the verse relates to Mushriks. In
that case, are the disbelievers (huff&) among the People of the Book
included here, or are they not?
Since the words of the Qur'an are silent about these details, therefore, the Mujtahid Imams have, by turning to the hints of the Qur'an
and the reports of Hadith, given a description of injunctions in accordance with their respective Ijtihad. The first investigation in this connection is about the terms of reference in which the Holy Qur'an has
declared Mushriks as 'najas' (filth). If this means physical filth or some
major legal impurity (jangbah etc.), then, as evident, allowing the entry of filth in any masjid is not permissible. Similarly, allowing any
person in the state of major impurity or a woman in the state of menstruation or childbed in any masjid is not permissible. And if 'najzsah'
in this verse means the spiritual filthiness of kufr and shirk, then, it is
possible that the injunction which covers it may be different from the
injunction which covers outward filth.
According to Tafsir Al-Qurtubi, Imam Malik and other jurists of
Madinah, may Allah have mercy on them, said: Mushriks are filthy on
all counts. They generally do not abstain from obvious filth, are not
very particular about taking a bath after having fallen into the state of
major impurity and, as for the spiritual impurity of kufr and shirk,
they already suffer from it. Therefore, this injunction is equally applicable to all Mushriks and mosques. To prove this, they have cited a n
executive order given by Sayyidna 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz L;S JIIIL C ~ Jin
which he had instructed the administrators of cities that they should
not allow disbelievers to enter mosques. He had quoted this very verse
as part of his executive order. In addition to that, there is a Hadith of
the Holy Prophet
JJI CCg in which he said: &5 ;+&
; +I C&IP Y, (I
.y
do not make entry into the masjid lawful for any woman in menstruation or for any person in the state of major impurity) - and since the
Mushriks and disbelievers do not generally take a bath when in a
state of janzbah, their entry into the masjid has been prohibited.

+,

-

Imam Shafi'i has said that this injunction is applicable to all Mushriks and disbelievers among the People of the Book - but, is restricted
to the Sacred ~ o s ~ uTheir
e . entry into other mosques is not prohibited. (Qurtubi) In proof, he has cited the event relating to Thumamah ibn
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Athal, according to which Thumamah was arrested. The Holy Prophet
+, cjs rll~ had him tied to a pillar of his Mosque before he embraced
Islam.
According to Imam Abu Hanifah, not letting Mushriks come near
the Sacred Mosque as commanded in the verse means that they will
not be allowed to perform Hajj and 'Umrah in their peculiar polytheistic manner from the next year. Its proof lies in the proclamation of
withdrawal which was made through Sayyidna 'Ali al-Murtada &I dJ
u a t the time of the Hajj season. This proclamation made was for
which made it very clear that no Mushrik
nothing but: 3$'r,6'l
will be able to perform Hajj after that year. Therefore, the meaning of
the statement: ;\$I
I;~%(SO
let them not come near Al-masjid-alharam) in this verse is - in accordance with this proclamation - nothing but that they have been prohibited to perform Hajj and 'Umrah,
with the exception of entering there on the basis of a particular need
which would be subject to the permission of the Muslim 'Amir. This is
proved by what happened in the case of the deputation from the tribe
of Thaqif. When, after the Conquest of Makkah, their deputation came
&A
1111A,
he let them stay in the masjid, alto the Holy Prophet
though they were kZfirs at that time. Thereupon, the Companions submitted: 'YaRasiiZall&, these are filthy people!' He said: 'The floor of
the masjid is not affected by their impurity.' (Jassas)

i&rg<

+,

This report from Hadith also makes it very clear that the Holy
Qur'an, when it calls Mushriks 'najas' (filth), it refers to the filth of
their kufr and shirk - as interpreted by the great Imam Ab3 Hanlfah.
Similarly, according to a narration of the Companion, Sayyidna Jabir
ibn 'Abdullah LC &I &J, the Holy Prophet +, & JJI
said that no
Mushrik should go near the Masjid except that the person be a bondman or bondwoman of a Muslim - then, he could be admitted if needed. (Qurtubi)
This Hadith too confirms that the Mushriks were not prevented
from entering into the Sacred Mosque on the basis of their outward
impurity as the cause - otherwise, there was nothing particular about
a bondman or bondwoman. In fact, the real basis is the danger of kufr
and shirk lest these come to dominate. In the case of a bondman or
bondwoman, this danger does not exist. So, they were allowed. In addition to that, as far as outward impurity is concerned, even Muslims
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stand included under this restriction for they too, if in a state of full
impurity (jangbah or haid or nif&), are not allowed to enter the Sacred
Mosque.
Besides, when according to the explanation given by the majority
of commentators, Al-masjid-al-harim a t this place means the entire
Haram, then, that too lends support to the view that this prohibition is
not based on outward impurity, instead, it is based on the impurity of
kufr and shirk. It is for this reason that their entry was banned not
simply in the Sacred Mosque, in fact, it was banned in the entire area
known as the Haram. This was done because the Haram is the sanctuary and fortress of Islam and having some non-Muslim inside it cannot
be tolerated.
To sum up the investigative approach of the great Imam Abu Hanifah, it can be said that the concern for maintaining masGid in a state
of perfect purity, free from all sorts of outward and inward pollution, is
an issue of major importance having its proof from the Qur'an and Hadith. But, this verse is not connected with this problem. It is, in fact,
connected with the particular political order of Islam that was announced a t the beginning of S i r a h Al-Bara'ah and wherein the purpose was to have the sacred Haram vacated by all Mushriks present in
Makkah. But, such was the dictate of justice and mercy that all of
them were not ordered to vacate immediately and en-block soon after
the Conquest of Makkah. Instead of that, the plan was to be implemented within the time-span of one year by allowing people who had a
treaty for a specified period to complete that period subject to its solemn fulfillment and by giving others available periods of respite. This
is what was stated in the verse under study - that the entry of Mushriks will stand prohibited within the sacred precincts of the Haram after that year and they would no more be able to perform Hajj and
'Umrah in their polytheistic style.
After it was clearly stated in the 'Zygt of SLrah Al-Taubah that no
Mushrik would be able to enter the sacred precincts of the Haram afhad increased this injuncter Hijrah 9, the Holy Prophet +, +.L &I
tion to cover the whole of the Arabian Peninsula. Hadith reports confirm it but its implementation could not take effect during the lifetime
of the Holy Prophet r . ~ Jr j c QI&. Then, SayyidnG Abu Bakr LZ dl dJ
remained unable to attend to it because of other emergent problems on
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legal order in force.
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who, during his period, put this

As for the problem of the impurity of disbelievers and the problem
of keeping masijid secured from impurities of all kinds, that has its
own place. These problems and their solutions have been taken up in
books of Fiqh (Islamic Jurisprudence). Details can be seen there. In
brief, no Muslim can enter any masjid in the state of najGah or jangbah. As for disbelievers and Mushriks or the People of the Book, they
too are not generally free and duly purified from these impurities,
therefore, their entry too is not permissible in any masjid, unless needed acutely.
When, according to this verse, the entry of Kgfirs and Mushriks
into the Haram was banned, Muslims had to face an economic problem. Makkah had no produce of its own. Visitors from far and near
brought the needed supplies with them. Thus, during the Hajj season,
the people of Makkah found what they needed available locally. Now
that their entry was banned, the Makkans worried, how things would
work for them. In response, they were told in the Qur'in: Ss'&
$
,Y/
,* , ,A41)9, 79(And if you apprehend poverty, then, Allah shall, if
' L:b!+
He wills, make you self-sufficient with His grace). In other words, the
sense is: if you foresee any economic hardships, then, you must realize
that the economic support of the entire creation rests with Allah
Almighty. If He wills, He shall make you self-sufficient, free from any
dependence on all those kgfirs. Incidentally, the restriction of 'if He
wills' placed here does not mean that there is any doubt or hesitation
in carrying out the Divine will. On the contrary, this is to point out
that those who have their sights trained on nothing but material
causes find it very difficult to understand and accept a situation like
this. Here, the ground reality was that these non-Muslims were the
apparent source of all economic support. Putting a ban on the entry of
disbelievers amounted to nothing but a termination of the means of
livelihood for believers. So, this restriction was placed to remove any
such doubts and apprehensions. The strong message given to them
was that Allah Ta'ali does not depend on material causes a s such.
When He intends to do something, all related causes start falling in
line with His will. So, His will is what matters - the rest follows.
Hence, ;G:\(in sha') a t the end of the sentence serves a s a wise
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indicator of this truth.

Verses 29 - 30

Fight those who neither believe in Allah nor in the Last
Day, nor take as prohibited what Allah and His
Messenger have prohibited, nor submit to the Faith of
Truth of those who were given the Book - until they
pay j i z y a h with their own hands while they are
humbled. 1291

-

And the Jews said, "'Uzair (Ezra) is the Son of Allah"
and the Christians said, "Masih (the Christ) is the Son
of Allah." That is their saying (invented) by their
mouths. They resemble the earlier disbelievers in their
saying. Be they killed by Allah, how far turned away
they are! [301

Commentary
Verse 28 appearing earlier referred to Jihzd against the Mushirks
of Makkah. The present verses talk about Jihad against the People of
the Book. In a sense, this is a prelude to the battle of Tabik that was
fought against the People of the Book. In Tafsir al-Durr al-Manthur, it
has been reported from the Qur'an commentator, Mujahid that these
verses have been revealed about the battle of Tabik. Then, there is the
reference to 'those who were given the Book.' In Islamic religious terminology, they are referred to as 'ahl al-Kit&' or People of the Book. In
its literal sense, it covers every disbelieving group of people who believe in a Scripture but, in the terminology of the Holy Qur'an, this
term is used for Jews and Christians only - because, mly these two
groups from the People of the Book were well-known in and around
Arabia. Therefore, addressing the Mushriks of Arabia, the Holy Qur'an
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lest you should say, "The Book was sent down only upon two
groups before us, and we were ignorant of what they studied."
- 6:156

As for the injunction of Jihad against the People of the Book given
in verse 29, it is really not particular to the People of the Book. The
fact is that this very injunction applies to all disbelieving groups because, the reasons for the injunction to fight mentioned next are
common to all disbelievers. If so, the injunction has to be common too.
But, the People of the Book were mentioned here particularly to serve
a purpose. Since, it was possible that Muslims may hesitate to fight
against them on the ground that they too are believers in a certain
- degree, believers in Torah and Injil, and in Sayyidna Musa and 'Is;,
?K-lI,+++ may peace be upon them both. So, it was possible that their
connection with past prophets and their Books may become a factor in
dissuading them from Jihad. Therefore, fighting with them was
mentioned particularly.
There is yet another element of coherence a t this place. This particularization of the People of the Book in the verse is also releasing a
hint that, in a certain way, these people are deserving of greater punishment. The reasons were simple. They were people with knowledge.
They had the knowledge of Torah and Injil. These Scriptures referred
to the Last among prophets, Sayyidna Muhammad al-MustafZ &I
+,+IS,
giving his blessed identity in details. They knew all this, yet
elected to reject the truth and went on to mount conspiracies against
Islam and Muslims. When they did what they did, their crime became
much more serious. That explains why fighting against them was
mentioned particularly.
The injunction to fight spells out four reasons in this verse:
1.$ $ ; $ + J : They do not believe in Allah.
2. +%?,~&,G; : They do not believe in the Hereafter.
I

3.UI ;$LI

;$gu': They do not take as prohibited what Allah and His

Messenger have prohibited.
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s?$&$: They do not submit to the Faith of Truth.

This raises a doubt. Is it not that the People of the Book, that is,
the Jews and Christians, obviously believe in Allah - and in Hereafter
and a Last Day too? Why, then, their faith ('lman) in these things has
been negated? The reason is that mere words of faith are hardly sufficient to prove one's actual belief in it. Not having the kind of faith desirable in the sight of Allah would amount to having no faith a t all. Of
course, the Jews and Christians did not openly reject the belief in
Tauhid, that is, oneness of Allah or pure monotheism. But, as says the
next verse, the Jews took SayyidnZ 'Uzayr r~~ +A and the Christians
- - took Sayyidna 'Isa
+ISto be the sons of God and thereby assigned
to them partnership in His divinity. Therefore, their confession of pure
monotheism became ineffectual and any claim to faith, false.
Similarly, the kind of faith desirable in the Hereafter was something not to be found with the People of the Book. Many of them went
by the belief that, on the Last Day (the Qiyzmah) there will be no return to life in body forms they had in the mortal world. Instead, it will
be a kind of spiritual life. As for Paradise and Hell, they did not consider them to be any particular places. Spirit when happy was Paradise and spirit when gloomy was Hell. Since all this is patently contrary to what Allah says, therefore, even their faith in the Last Day
too turns out to be no faith in real terms.
The third thing - that these people do not take, what Allah has declared to be unlawful, as unlawful - means that they do not believe in
the unlawfulness of many things prohibited by Torah or Injil - for example, riba(interest). Similarly, there were many edibles prohibited in
Torah and Injil. They just did not consider these unlawful and indulged in them freely.
This tells us about a religious rule of conduct. According to this
rule, taking anything declared unlawful by Allah Ta'Ela as lawful is
not simply the commitment of a sin, in fact, it is kufr, a flat rejection of
the faith itself. Similarly, taking something lawful to be unlawful is
also kufr. However, should someone inadvertently fall short in practice
while still taking the unlawful as unlawful, then, that would be sin,
not kufr.
Since all wars must end, a limit and end of the action of fighting
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against those people has also been set forth in this verse where it has
,$j$;L 231
&
$
!',I
(until they pay jizyah with their own
been said:
hands while they are humbled).

;;+

Literally, jizyah means return or recompense. In the terminology of
the Shari'ah, it refers to the amount of money taken from disbelievers
in lieu of killing.
The reason is that kufr and shirk are rebellion against Allah and
R a s d . Killing is the real punishment for it. But, Allah Ta'ala has, in
His perfect mercy, reduced their punishment by giving them a n option.
The option is that, should they agree to live as subjects of the Islamic
state under the general Islamic legal framework, they may be allowed
to remain there against the payment of a nominal amount of jizyah.
Since, they would be living there as citizens of a Muslim state, the protection of their life, property and honor will be the responsibility of the
Islamic government and no hindrance will be placed in the observance
of their religious duties. The amount thus taken is called jizyah.
Should jizyah be fixed by mutual conciliation and agreement, there
is no prescribed limit imposed by the Shari'ah. It accepts the amount
and thing for which a mutual peace treaty is arrived a t - as was done
with the people of Najran. A peace
by the Holy Prophet +, 4 &I
pact was concluded between him and the whole group of these people.
They agreed to give him two thousand hullahs annually. A hullah is a
pair of clothes. It could be a waist wrap for the lower part of the body
with a top sheet wrap, or a long, loose shirt or cloak. Even the estimated monetary worth of every hullah was pre-determined. The value of
each hullah was supposed to be one 'nqiyah of silver. An 'uqiyah is
equal to approximately 122.472" grams of silver, according to our
weights.

A similar agreement was reached between Sayyidna 'Umar &I-31,
L;S and the Christians of Bani Taghlib which stipulated that the jizyah
on them be levied at the rate of Islamic ZakZh - but, twice the ZakZh.
Furthermore, in the event Muslims conquered a certain land
through war, then allowed the properties of its residents to remain under their ownership and possession, and they too agreed to continue
- -

1.Awzan-i-Shar'iyyah, Hadrat Maulana Mufti Muhammad Shafi.

living there as law-abiding citizens, a jizyah was levied on them. The
rate of jizyah fixed and implemented by Sayyidna 'Umar ~ ; JJI
c
durfrom the rich, two diring the period of his Khilafah was four dirhams
,
hams from the middle class and only one dirham from the active poor
who earned by working on wages, or by making or vending things.
This monthly payment of one dirham was equal to about 3.618 grams*
of silver or its equivalent amount. According to rules, nothing was to
be taken from the very poor, disabled or handicapped. Similarly, nothing was to be taken from women, children, aged people and religious
leaders living in seclusion.
&J

These were small amounts, yet there were instructions from the
& J-ll
that no one should be made to pay more
Holy Prophet
than he could afford. If anyone oppressed a non-Muslim, the Holy
&A
& I & himself will support that non-Muslim against his
Prophet
oppressor on the day of QiyZmah (Mazhari)

+,

+,

Reports such as these have led some Muslim jurists to hold the position that there is no particular rate of jizyah payment as fixed by the
Shari'ah. Instead, this has been left for the ruler of the time to determine the appropriate action in terms of existing conditions.
The comments appearing above also make it clear that jizyah is a
compensation for removing the punishment of killing from disbelievers
- not a substitute for Islam. Therefore, there is no justification for
doubting as to why were they given the permission to keep staying on
their policy of aversion from and denial of Islam for a paltry price. The
proof is that permission is given to many other people also who live in
an Islamic country with the freedom to keep observing the percepts of
their religion. Jizyah is not taken from them - for example, women,
children, the aged, religious leaders, the disabled and the handicapped. Had jizyah been taken in lieu of Islam, it should have been
taken from these as well.
It should be noted that the paying of jizyah in this verse has been
:'with their own hands.' Here, the first
qualified with the words: J?$
word: ~ ('an: with) denotes cause, and + (yad: hands) signifies power
and subjugation. It means that the payment of this jizyah should not
1. Awzin-i-SharCiyyah,Hadrat Maulan; Muft; Muhammad Shafi.
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be in the spirit of some voluntary contribution or charity. Instead of
that, it has to be in the spirit of recognition and acceptance of 1slamic
victory and of the willingness to live under it. (As in Riih al-Ma'ani) As for
(while they are humbled), i t
the later part of the sentence: s$;L$;
means, according to the explanation given by Imam ShEfi'i 3 ~&I ;?,
that they should subscribe to the common law of Islam and take the
responsibility of remaining obedient to it. (RGh al-Ma'Zni and Mazhari)
Regarding the instruction given in this verse that once these people have agreed to pay jizyah, fighting should be stopped, a little explanation may be useful. According to the majority of Muslim jurists, i t
includes all disbelievers - whether from the People of the Book or from
those other than them. However, the Mushriks of Arabia stand excluded from it for jizyah was not accepted from them.
In the second verse (30), the subject taken up briefly in verse 2 9
(where it was said that these people do not believe in Allah) has been
enlarged. In the second verse, it has been said that the Jews take
Sayyidna 'Uzayr +I
4 to be the Son of God.' So do the Christians.
is the Son of God. Therefore, their
They say that Sayyidni 'Isi +I
claim that Allah is One and that they have faith turns out to be false.
J&

,lq9,

I

After that, it was said:
,..& $i. (That is their saying [invented]
by their mouths). This coild also mean that these people profess it
openly and clearly through their own tongues. There is nothing secret
about it. Then, it could also mean that this blasphemy they utter remains the work of their tongues. They can give no reason or justification for it.

>

/,9 ::g :,gJ) 9p'/!
3 *
4
9
Finally, it was said: jA1
j I dl ,+&a &i ~3
$+I
Ji; ;
>
,L! (They resemble the earlier disbelievers in their saying. Be they killed by Allah,
how far turned away they are!). It means that the Jews and Christians, by calling prophets sons of Allah, became the same as disbelievers and Mushriks of past ages, for they used to say that the angels,
and their idols, &t and Manat, were daughters of God.
1 ,

1. This is not the belief of all the Jews; it was the belief of some Jews of the
Arabia. Now, the Dead Sea Scrolls have also proved the fact that some
Jewish sects believed Ezra to be the son of God. It is learnt from some
scholars who have studied the Scrolls. +I JJ!, (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)
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punishment, [341 on the day it will be heated up in the
fire of Jahannam, then their foreheads and their sides
and their backs shall be branded with it: "This is what
you had accumulated for yourselves. So, taste what you
have been accumulating!' [351

Commentary
The four verses cited above mention how astray the learned and
the devoted and the abstaining among the Jews and Christians had
gone and what blasphemies of word and deed they had come up with.
The word: ,kl (ahbar) is the plural form of fl (hibr) and jlp, (ruhbzn)
is the plural of +!,( r a i b ) . Hibr refers to a religious scholar among the
Jews and Christians while a rzhib denotes someone who devotes to
worship and abstains from a worldly role in life.
In the first verse (31), it has been said that these people have taken
their rabbis and monks as gods beside Allah and they have done the
- - same with Sayyidna 'Isa ibn Maryam r ~ LjSI whom they have given
the status of their Lord. This is, of course, obvious in the case of Sayyidna 'Isa ?XJI +L whom they took to be the son of God and did not demur from saying so. As for the charge against them that they had taken their rabbis and monks as gods, it has its reason. They used to call
them as their Lord in clear terms, but even if it is presumed that they
did not believe their religious leaders to be their gods, they had
virtually transferred to them the right to be obeyed which is the right
of Allah Jalla ThanZuh, absolutely and exclusively. They would, so to
say, follow the dictates of these leaders under all circumstance - even
if their dictates happen to be against Allah and His Messenger. With
that attitude, one is bound to land in a valley of no return. How can
one go about obeying someone even if that person says things contrary
to the dictates of Allah and His Messenger? And how can one who has
reached this ultimate limit still not refuse to obey that person? This is
like taking someone as god - an act of flagrant blasphemy, a n open
kufr.
This tells us that the present verse is not related in any way to the
popular religious issue of following a particular juristic school (taqlTd)
which has two main aspects. Firstly, common people who are not
aware of religious precepts and their details trust 'Ulama' and follow
- their fatawa. Secondly, Mujtahid Imams are followed in juristic issues
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requiring Ijtihad. So, this verse has no bearing on that count because
such following is, in real terms, nothing but the following of the dic+LCI
-JJI
, A.
Those whom Allah has
tates of Allah and His Rasul ,+
blessed with knowledge and insight have a direct access to the original
resources of Shari'ah whereby they know what Allah and His R a s s
have said. They see it and act accordingly. The unaware masses act in
accordance with the same injunctions by asking those who have
knowledge. Then, there are those who have knowledge but are not
competent enough to occupy the station of Ijtihad, they too follow the
Mujtahid Imams in matters requiring ijtihzd. This following is in accordance with the injunction of the Holy Qur'an and is nothing but
,@ / J ,
obedience to Allah Ta'iilii - as says the QurEn: ;
j
&
$
J!$>I $1 I& It
means: 'If you yourself are not aware of the injunctions of Allah and
the Messenger, act by asking the people of knowledge - 16:43."
In sum, the masses of people among the Jews and Christians had
ignored Scriptures, Divine commandments and the teachings of apostles totally and, in its place, they had taken the word and deed of selfserving scholars and ignorant pseudo-devotees as the core of their religion. This is what has been condemned in the verse.
Then, it was said that these people chose to take the way of error
although they were asked by Allah to worship only one God who is free
and pure from what they associated with Him. This verse limits itself
to saying that they followed the false and obeyed people other than Allah, something they were not permitted to do. In the verse that follows
(32), mentioned there is another error they make. It is said that they do
not stop a t the error they have already made. They, rather, like to
compound their errors when they try to subvert Divine guidance and
1. The basic point of difference is that the one who follows an imam does not
believe him to be an independent point of obedience. Ye simply consults
him as an interpretor of the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah. That is why he will
not follow him if there is a clear clash between his view and a clear-cut
ruling given by the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah. The case of Jews and
Christians is totally different. They believe their religious leaders (rabbis
and popes) as law-givers. They believe them to be infallible who cannot
commit mistakes and their rulings are to be obeyed in any case, even
though they contradict the ruling given by the scriptures. For more
details on the subject, see my book on 'Taqlid' or on 'Uloom al-Qur'an.'
(Muhammad Taqi Usman:)
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black out the Faith of Truth. The statement has been dressed in a similitude - 'they want to blow out the Light of Allah with their mouths'
- although, this is something they cannot do. Allah Ta'ala has already
decided that He shall see to it that His Light, that is, the Religion of
Islam, reaches its perfection, no matter how displeasing this may turn
out to be for those who disbelieve.
After that, the same subject has been further stressed in the third
verse (33) by saying that Allah Ta'ala has sent His Messenger with
guidance, that is, the Qur'an, and with the Faith of Truth, that is, Islam, in order to have it prevail over all other faiths. Appearing in almost the same words, there are several other verses of the Holy Qur'an
promising that the religion of Islam shall be made to prevail over all
other faiths of the world.
This glad tiding regarding the ascendancy of Islam is, as in TafsTr
Mazhari, for most times and circumstances. In a Hadith from Sayydina
Miqdad rtt JJ\&J, the Holy Prophet
4 dl& said: No mud or mortar home shall remain on the face of the earth where the word of Islam
has not entered with the honor of the honored and the disgrace of the
disgraced. Whoever Allah blesses with honor shall embrace Islam and
whoever is to face disgrace shall not, though, accept Islam but shall
become a subject of the Islamic government. This promise of Allah
Ta'ala was fulfilled. For about a thousand years, the primacy of Islam
remained operative throughout the world.

+,

How this Light of Allah reached its perfection during the blessed
period of the Holy Prophet +, Ljc dl & and the most righteous and
worthy elders of the Muslim Community is a spectacle the world has
already witnessed. Then, in future too, in terms of its legitimacy and
truth for all times to come, the religion of Islam is a perfect religion no
sensible person would elect to criticize. For this reason, this Faith of
Truth, in terms of its arguments and proofs, has always been powerful. And, should Muslims follow this religion fully and faithfully, outward ascendancy, power and governance also turn out to be its inevitable results. As proved by the annals of the history of Islam, whenever
Muslims acted whole-heartedly in accordance with the Qur'an and
Sunnah, no impediment in their way could defeat their determination
and their presence was felt all over the world as a dominant force. And
whenever and wherever they have reached the limits of being subju-
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gated or oppressed, it was but the evil consequence of heedlessness to
and contravention of the injunctions of Qur'an and Sunnah which
came before them. As for the Religion of Truth, it stood its grounds as
always, august and protected.
In the fourth verse (341, the address is to Muslims but the subject
taken up concerns the conduct of rabbis and monks among the Jews
and Christians, a conduct which led common people astray. Perhaps,
the address to Muslims indicates a purpose behind the description of
the conduct of Jewish rabbis and Christian monks. The purpose is to
warn them as well in order that they too remain alert against such
conditions prevailing among Muslims.
The verse states that many rabbis and monks among the Jews and
Christians eat up the wealth of the people by false means and prevent
(them) from the way of Allah.
Most rabbis and monks among the Jews and Christians were involved in this practice - and under such conditions, people generally
tend to make a sweeping statement and call everyone bad. But, a t this
place, the Holy Qur'an, by adding the word: I&(kath5a: many), has
prompted Muslims to mind their words even when dealing with enemies. It was clearly demonstrated here by not attributing the practice
to all of them. Instead, what was said here was that many of them do
so. Then, it was said that they were not doing the right thing when
they eat up the wealth of people by false means. 'False means' refers to
their practice of giving fatwii(re1igious edict or ruling) counter to the
injunction of Torah, for money. In doing so, on occasions, they would
misinterpret Divine injunctions through concealment and falsification.
Further on from here, yet another error of their conduct was pointed
out by saying that they were unfortunate people who, not only that
they themselves had gone astray but were also ready to prevent others
from seeking the way of Allah in the hope of finding right guidance.
The reason is that people, when they see their leaders doing things
like that, the inherent love for truth in them dies out. In addition to
that, when they start basing their conduct on such false rulings, they
end up taking that error and waywardness to be as good as correct.
Since this disease among the rabbis and monks of the Jews and
Christians - that they give false rulings for money - showed up because of worldly greed and love for money, the verse takes up the sub-

I
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ject in its own way. It says that excess in love for money and property
produces bad results, even punishment if not spent in the way of Allah, and suggests how to get rid of this disease. The exact words of the
text are:

As for those who accumulate gold and silver and do not spend
it in the way of Allah, give them the 'good' news of a painful
punishment.

The words: q
a$
(and
; do not spend it) indicate that people who
spend in the way of Allah as necessary, for them the rest of their accumulated wealth brings no harm.

+,

In Hadith too, the Holy Prophet
4I l l 1
has said: Wealth for
which Zakah has been paid is not included under: r;ir (kanaztum: you
have accumulated). (AbG DawGd, *mad and others)
This tells us that keeping wealth which remains after taking out
Zakah is no sin.
The majority of Muslim jurists and Imams have taken this approach. It should be noted that the pronoun in ij5$$;(and
do not
spend it) reverts to i4i (fiddah) which means silver. Two things, gold
and silver, were mentioned immediately earlier but the pronoun was
made to revert to silver only. Tafsir Mazhari takes it to be a clear indicator of the rule that should a person have a little of both gold and silver, his threshold (nisgb)will be determined in terms of silver. His Zakah will be paid by calculating the price of gold in terms of the price of
silver.
Explained in the fifth verse (35) is the detail of the 'painful punishment' referred to a t the end of verse 34. There, it has been said:
,9'~',9,9
,9,3,9
9 9 / 9,#/
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the day it will be heated up in the fire of Jahannam, then their foreheads and their sides and their backs shall be branded with it: "This is
what you had accumulated for yourselves. So, taste what you have
been accumulating". It means that this 'painful punishment' will be for
those who do not pay Zakah. It will come on a day when the gold and
silver accumulated by them will be heated up in the Fire of Jahannam.
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Then, their foreheads, sides and backs shall be branded with it, and
they shall be told, as a sort of verbal punishment, that it was what
they had accumulated for themselves, and in consequence, they better
have a taste of what they had accumulated. The return of a deed is the
deed itself. That which was accumulated illegally or that which was
accumulated legally but without having paid its Zakiih ultimately became, by itself, the punishment of these people.
In this verse, mention has been made of branding foreheads, sides
and backs. Either it means the whole body or these three parts have
been particularized for the reason that a miser who does not like to
spend his wealth in the way of Allah would usually greet a needy visitor looking for charity or Zakgh with a forehead all wrinkled with distaste. After that, when to avoid him, he tries to turn away to the right
or the left side. And if the needy person still persists, he would turn
his back on him. Perhaps, the forehead, the sides and the back were
thus particularized for this punishment.

Verses 36 - 37

Surely, the number of months according to Allah is
twelve (as written) in the Book of Allah on the day He
created the heavens and the Earth, of which there are
Four Sacred Months. That is the right faith. So, do not
wrong yourself therein. And fight the Mushriks* all together as they fight you all together, and be sure that

*. Those who associate partners with Allah.
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Allah is with the God-fearing. [361
The postponement of the months is nothing but an increase in the infidelity whereby the disbelievers are
misguided. They allow it one year and disallow it another year, so that they may conform (only) to the number of what Allah has sanctified, and allow what Allah
has disallowed. Beautified for them is the evil of their
deeds. And Allah does not lead the disbelieving people
to the right path. [371

Commentary
Mentioned in the previous verses were the errors and misdeeds of
disbelievers and Mushriks who persisted with their disbelief and kept
associating others in the pristine divinity of Allah. In the present two
verses, mentioned there is another bad custom prevailing in Arabia
since its age of ignorance - which Muslims have been instructed to abstain from. That bad custom relates to a chain of happenings. Details
go back to the distant past since when a year was accepted as having
twelve months by the religious codes of all past prophets. Out of these
twelve months, four were considered sacred, therefore, worthy of great
reverence. They were three consecutive months of Dhu al-Qa'dah, Dhu
al-Hijjah, Muharram, and the month of Rajab.
All religious codes of past prophets agree that every act of worship
during these four months is more reward-worthy - and should someone commit a sin during these months, the curse and punishment resulting from it is also more blameworthy. Under these past religious
codes, fighting and killing was prohibited during these months.
Since the Arabs of Makkah al-Mukarramah are the progeny of
Sayyidna Ibrahim rK-lI & through Sayyidna Isma'il ?K-lI &, they all
professed belief in Sayyidna Ibrahim as a prophet and messenger of Allah and claimed to follow his Shari'ah. However, as fighting, killing
and hunting was also prohibited during these four sacred months
among the followers of the Ibrahimi community, the people of the Arab
age of ignorance found the implementation of this injunction extremely hard. The reason was that, during the pagan period, fighting and
killing had become the only vocation for them. Therefore, in order to
make this restriction somewhat easy on them, they spun out all sorts
of excuses to satisfy their self-serving motives. Whenever they needed
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to fight during one of the sacred months, or whenever a sacred month
approached while they were already fighting, then, they would say:
This year, this month is not sacred. The next month will be the sacred
one. For example, when Muharram arrived, they would say that 'this
year, the month of Muharram is not sacred, instead of that, the month
of Safar will be sacred'. And if they had some other exigency, they
would say, 'this year, the month of RabT' al-Awwal will be sacred;' or
say, 'this year the month of Safar has come earlier and Muharram will
come later.' Thus, in one stroke, they made the month of Muharram
the month of Safar! In short, they would somehow complete the count
of four month during one year, but would not bother to retain the order and signification of what was divinely determined. It was up to
them to give any name to any month, call it Dhu al-Hijjah or call it
Ramadan or make one come earlier and make the other come later. If
another emergency came, for example, when they would remain engaged in fighting for a period as long as ten months leaving only two
months to the year, then, on this occasion, they would increase the
number of months in a year saying, 'this year will be of fourteen
months.' In this way, they would make the remaining four months the
sacred months.
In short, they did show their reverence for the Ibrahimi faith a t
least by doing it during four months of the year when they would abstain from fighting and killing. But, they did not observe the order of
the months in a year according to which four of them were fixed as the
sacred months. This was what they juggled with seeking interpretations to suit their needs or fancies.
The outcome was that, during those days, it had become difficult to
determine a s to which month was Ramadan or Shawwal, or Dhu alQa'dah, Dhu al-Hijjah or Rajab. When Makkah al-Mukarramah was
conquered in the 8th year of Hijrah and the Holy Prophet +, & &I&
sent Sayyidnii A b i Bakr ~ ; d
c l dJ
to make the proclamation of withdrawal from disbelievers and Mushriks a t the Hajj season of Hijrah
year 9, this month was, according to the genuine calculation, the
month of Dhu al-Hijjah. But, according to the same old custom of the
Jahiliyyah, this month was declared to be that of Dhu al-Qa'dah - and,
that year, according to them, not Dhu al-Hijjah, but Dhu al-Qa'dah
was fixed to be the month of Hajj. Then came the Hijrah year 10 which

+,

was the year the Holy Prophet
L& JJI & went for his last Hajj. As
nature would have it, this brought about a unique arrangement when
the genuine month was that of Dhu al-Hijjah and, according to the arbitrary reckoning of the people of Jahiliyyah too, that turned out to be
Ljs &I & said in
Dhu al-Hijjah itself. Therefore, the Holy Prophet
his address at Mina: &yI;
$
;I A I s jj &9
-$
15! (Time has
come back to its position Allah had set the day He created the heavens
and the Earth). It means that the month, the real month of Dhu alHijjah, turned out to be the same month of Dhu al-Hijjah that year,
even in the sight of the people of Jahiliyyah.

-- +,

9hl
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This was a window to the custom of Jahiliyyah, a custom that
changed the number, the order and the specification of months in a
year, even made deletions and alterations at will. The activity of making a few changes here and there may appear to be small and innocuous. A month is a month, call it by any name, it remains a month. But,
things were not that simple in the given situation. These changes disturbed the implementation of Islamic laws connected with a particular
month or a specific date in it. They also affected duties fixed for the beginning or the end of the year - such as, the injunctions of Hajj during
the ten days of the month of Dhu al-Hijjah, fasting during the ten days
of Muharram and the rules of ZakEh a t the end of the year. As a direct
result of this practice, hundreds of Islamic laws were distorted making
their compliance useless. In these two verses of the Holy Qur'an, Muslims have been instructed to remain on guard against the evil in this
pagan custom.

Explanation of the Verses
9 0s
In the first verse (36), it is said: 1% 901
$1
;% Z!(surely, the
number of months with Allah is twelve). Here, the word: i b ('iddah) ap,, (shuh Fr) is the plural of 4
pears in the sense of number and+
(shahr) which means month. The sense of the verse is that the number
of months, in the sight of Allah, is set as twelve. No one has the right
to decrease or increase it.
q

Then, by placing the phrase: $1 &$,vTkitZbill&: as written in the
Book of Allah), it was stressed that this numerical setting of the
months stood recorded in the Preserved Tablet (al-lawh al-mahfiz)
since eternity. Then, by saying: j;G;+*l$
%
; (on the day He created
the heavens and the Earth), it was indicated that the Divine decree
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was, though, promulgated in eternity, but this order and setting of the
months came into being when the heavens and the Earth were
created.
After that, it was said: ;gL;i;:
(of which there are Four Sacred
Months). It means that, out of these twelve months, four are sacred.
They have been called rp: h u r u m (sanctified ones) in the sense that
fighting and killing is prohibited during these month, and also in the
sense that these months are blessed and it is obligatory to hold them
in due esteem and that acts of worship during these become more reward worthy. The first injunction out of the two was abrogated in the
Shari'ah of Islam. But, the second one, that of increased reverence, esteem and devotion to 'Ibadah during this period still remains operative
in Islam.
In his address1 of the Day of Sacrifice2 during the Last Hajj3, the
Holy Prophet
&A
&I& explained these months by saying: 'Three
months are consecutive - Dhu al-Qa'dah, Dhu al-Hijjah, Muharram and one month is that of Rajab.' But, there were two sayings of the Arabs regarding the month of Rajab. Some tribes used to call the month
we know as Ramadan the month of Rajab while, as seen by the tribe of
Mudar, Rajab was the month which comes in between Jumada athThaniah and Sha'ban. Therefore, the Holy Prophet
AI
- by
mentioning this month as 'Rajab Mudar' - also made it clear that it
means the month of Rajab which is in between Jumada ath-Thaniah
and Sha'ban.

+,

+,

Thereafter appears the statement:
@I qi (That is the right
faith). It means that keeping the setting and serial order of months,
specially the injunctions pertaining to the Four Sacred Months, according to the very original decree of Allah Almighty is the right faith
to hold. Making any changes, alterations, additions or deletions therein is a sign of crookedness in comprehension and temperament.
9 9
,
"

s,*, ..

The next sentence: +I
19
~i (SO,
- do not wrong yourselves
therein) means: 'Do not becoke unjust to your own selves either by
acting against the compliance-worthy injunctions pertaining to these
1.Khutbah.
2. Yowmu 'n-Nahr, a term used for 'Pdu '1-Adhg, the Feast or Festival of Sacrifice.

3. Hujjatu '1-Wad2.
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months, or by not observing proper respect for them, or by falling short
in devoting yourselves to 'Ibadah therein.
In his &kam al-Qur7an,Imam Abu Bakr al-Jassas has said: The
hint given here is that these blessed months have an exclusive characteristic of their own. Whoever devotes to 'Ibadah during these is
awarded with the ability and encouragement to engage in it during the
rest of the months. Similarly, a person who makes the necessary effort
to stay safe from sins and other bad deeds during these months finds
that remaining safe from these evils during the rest of the months of a
year has become easier on him. Therefore, not making the best out of
these months is a terrible loss.
Up to this point, the text has described and refuted a particular
custom of Jahiliyyah practiced by the Mushriks of Makkah. At the end
of the verse, the text reverts to the command, given a t the beginning of
the verse ( 5 ) , requiring that, soon after the expiry of the treaty deadline, Jihad is obligatory against all Mushriks and disbelievers.

.:

The second verse (37) also refers to this very custom of Jahiliyyah
gc/
by shying:
&%%-$I
L! (. .. is nothing but an increase in the infidel(nus?) is a verbal noun that means to move back or
ity). The word: &*
postpone. I t is also used in the sense of t h a t which is delayed
(mu'akhkhar).

3

By putting these month back and forth, the Mushriks of Arabia
thought, they would be achieving two things - that it will serve their
material interests and that it would also give them the credit of complying with the Divine injunction. This approach was not approved by
Allah Ta'ala for their act of postponing and moving months from where
they belonged was nothing but an addition to their stance of denial
which was going to lead them further astray. That they go about declaring that a sacred month was not sacred in some year and tfien be
ready to name it as sacred in some other year was simply unacceptaI$@, (so that they may conform [only] to
ble. The sentence: hl;$~i$
the number of what Allah has sanctified) following soon after means
that a mere act of conforming to the given number cannot stand for
the correct compliance of the injunction. The truth of the matter is
that the month for which the injunction has been given should be the
month in which the injunction must be carried out. This is imperative.
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Injunctions and Rulings
The verses cited above prove that the order of months and the
names by which they are known in Islam should not be taken as terms
coined by human beings. In fact, the day the Lord of all the worlds
created the heavens and the Earth, He had also settled this order and
these names and, along with it, particular injunctions to be carried out
during particular months. From here, we also come to know that, in all
Islamic legal injunctions, only lunar months are credible in the sight of
Allah Ta'ala. In other words, all injunctions of the Shari'ah of Islam such as, fasting, Hajj, Zakah and many others - relate to the lunar
calendar. But, when it comes to finding out the day, date and year, the
way the Holy Qur'an has declared the Moon as its indicator, it has,
m
,
very similarly, identified the Sun too as the other sign: , 5.G l
+@I;(SO that you may know the number of years and the count [of
time] - 105). Therefore, keeping track of days and years through a
lunar or solar calendar is equally permissible. But, Allah Ta'alii has
favored the lunar calendar for His injunctions and has made it the
pivot round which the laws of the SharTah of Islam revolve. Therefore,
the preservation of the lunar calendar is Fard al-Kifayah (a religious
obligation which, if fulfilled by some, will absolve others). If the entire
community of Muslims were to abandon the lunar calendar and forget
all about it, then, everyone will be a sinner. However, if it remains
viably preserved, the use of another calendar is also permissible - but,
there is no doubt that it is against the way of Allah and the way of the
worthy forbears of Islam - therefore, it is not good to opt for it
unnecessarily.
I

The month intercalated to complete the count of years has also
been considered by some as impermissible under this verse. But, that
is not correct because the system of reckoning under which the intercalation of a month is made has nothing to do with the laws of the
SharI'ah of Islam. The people of Jshiliyyah changed these religious
laws by adding to the lunar and legal months, therefore, they were
censured. As for the practice of intercalation, it does not affect Islamic
legal injunctions, therefore, it is not included under this prohibition.

Verses 38 - 42
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Surah Al-Taubah : 9 : 38 - 42
Allah is the highest. And Allah is Mighty, Wise. [401
Come out (in the way of Allah), light or heavy, and carry out jihiid with your wealth and lives, in the way of
Allah. That is good for you, if you were to realize. [411
If there had been some gain near at hand and an average journey, they would have certainly followed you,
but the difficult destination was too far for them. And
they will swear by Allah: "If we could, we would have
set out with you." They are ruining themselves. And Allah knows that they are liars. 1421

Commentary
The verses quoted above describe an important battle from among
those fought by the Holy Prophet
& LLII A. As a corollary, also
given there are many injunctions and instructions. This battle is
known as the battle of Tabik and is almost the last battle of the Holy
&A
JJI &.
Prophet

+,

+,

Tabuk is the name of a place located close to the Syrian border towards the north of Madinah. Syria was, a t that time, a province of the
government controlled by Byzantine Christians. When the Holy
Prophet +,&A & I & reached Madinah in the 8th year of Hijrah after
the conquest of Makkah and the battle of Hunain, that was a time major parts of the Arabian Peninsula had come under the control of the
Islamic state. This was a period of some peace Muslims could enjoy after their eight year long battles against the Mushriks of Makkah.
But, destiny has its own workings. Is it not that Allah had already
s A:
revealed about the blessed person of the Holy Prophet +, ~ j &I
'UP
& $713 :&,.
(so that He makes it prevail over every faith - 9:33,48:28,
61:9) which was the glad tidings of a world of victories and the ascen&I& and his compandancy of the Faith of Truth? The Prophet
ions in the mission would hardly have the respite to relax. Soon after
they reached Madinah, Syrian traders of olive oil informed them that
the Byzantine ruler, Hiraql had assembled his forces a t Tabik on the
border of Syria. They were also told that soldiers of the Byzantine
army had been placated by the payment of advance salaries for one
year and that they had sinister understanding with some Arab tribes
and that they all had plans to mount a surprise attack on Madinah.
I'

4

+, +

When this information reached the Holy Prophet

+,

J&

&I

A,
he
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decided that their attack plans should be pre-empted and they should
be challenged where they are gathered together with their forces.
(Tafsir Mazhari, with reference to Muhammad ibn Yusuf Szlihi)

By chance, this was a terribly hot summer. People in Madinah
were generally devoted to agriculture. Their farms were close to being
harvested. On this depended their economy, rather the sustenance of
the whole year. Like people in vocations who have empty pockets by
the end of the month, people who depend on agricultural produce are
empty-handed close to the harvesting time. On the one hand, they
have poverty while on the other, they have hopes of income in the near
future. Then, there was this scorching heat of the summer for a people
who had their first breather after eight years of incessant wars. No
doubt, this was an exacting trial.
But, equally crucial was the time. This Jihad was different. It was
not like the wars they had fought before. At that time, they were fighting common people like them. Here, they were to confront the trained
armed forces of Hiraql, the ruler of Byzantine. Therefore, the Holy
Prophet +, +&I& ordered all Muslims of Madinah to come out for
this Jihad. He also invited some other tribes living around Madinah to
join in.
This general call was a tough test for those who were willing to
make sacrifices for Islam as well as a challenge to the hypocrites who
would have to prove their claim to be Muslims by joining the Jihad or
be exposed a s false pretenders. Apart from this consideration, the inevitable consequence was that those who professed belief in Islam reacted to the call in terms of the conditions they were in. The Holy
Qur'an has enumerated them as separate groups of people and has
pointed out to their condition as well.
The first group included those who were strong and perfect in their
faith. They were ready for Jihad without any hesitation. The second
group was composed of those who hesitated a t the initial stage but,
later on, joined up with those ready for Jihad. About these two groups
?, :) ,''pp,
* ,
of people, the Holy Qur9Znsaid: ,, 4 C . rug 4 5 j$? j i ;r;~:~
$$
( ... who followed him in the hour of hardship after the hearts of a
group of them were about to turn crooked - 9:117). The third group was
of those who were unible to join this JihZd on the basis of some genu,
5.z
(There is no
ine excuse. About that, by saying: &lI&
<;:kt;~IUj;/
I

;&

8'

4
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blame on the weak, nor on the sick - 9:91), the Holy Qur'an has announced the acceptance of their excuse. Belonging to the fourth group
were people who, despite that they had no excuse to offer, simply did
not participate in the J i h i d out of sheer laziness. Several verses were
,9?
#*.>
<*,#
d,+l
(And there are others
revealed about them, for example: +s;+,
~ n d are othwho admitted their sins - 9:102), an;: & ~ $ 5 ~ $ 5 < 5 1 ' (there
ers whose matter is deferred till the comkand of Allah [comes] - 9:106),
9d9
,I2
and: I&Z+I+I 3;(And [He relented] towards the three whose matter was deferred - 9:llB). These three verses were revealed about similar people. They carry admonition for their inertia as well as the good
news that their Taubah or repentance has been accepted.
The fifth group was that of the hypocrites, the munafiqs. Their hypocrisy was deep seated and saying yes to Jihad was hard. Finally,
they failed to cover it up and stayed away from Jihad. Hypocrites have
been mentioned in the verses of the Qur'an on many places.
The sixth group included munifiqs who had joined up with Muslims with the objective of spying and mischief making. The Holy
Qur'an mentions their conduct in the following verses:

(1)$;$k&;(~nd
4 )

9,/,9,w

(2) ;la+"IS

(3) $L:$

among you there are their listeners - 9 ~ 7 ) ;

$;(~nd
if you ask them, they will say - 9:65);
,

c ~$;(~nd had planned for what they could not achieve - 9:74).

Given above were details about those who stayed away from the
Jihad. But, the fact is that their total number was negligible. The
majority did belong to those Muslims who, despite many prohibitive
factors, chose to sacrifice all gains and comforts and were ready to face
expected hardships in the way of Allah. This is the reason why the
total number of the Islamic army which set out for this Jihad was
thirty thousand - a number never seen in a Jihad before.
The outcome of this Jihad expedition was that Hiraql, the Byzantine ruler - when he heard about such a large Muslim force coming up
against him - was overtaken by awe. He simply did not turn up on the
+L JJI
camped on the war front
battlefield. The Holy Prophet
with the army of his angelic companions for a few days in the hope
that the enemy may decide to come. When totally disappointed, he returned back to MadTnah.

+,
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The verses quoted above obviously relate to the fourth group of
people who did not take part in the Jihad because of their inertia and
without any valid excuse. In the beginning of this set of verses, they
were admonished for their lethargy, then, they were told why they behaved the way they did and, finally, they were told how to correct
themselves. This wise approach unfolds major lessons.

Regard for Dunyiand Disregard for a h i r a h :
The Root of all Crimes
No doubt, what has been said above is related to a particular event.
But, if we were to think about it, we shall realize that the real cause of
negligence towards faith - and of every crime and sin - is nothing but
this love for the material and heedlessness towards the,life to come.
& dl & said: ;
% $i;
he
Therefore, the Holy Prophet
love for Dunyii [material life of the present world] is at the top of every
error and sin). That is why it was said in the verse:

+,

2 ~$13

0 those who believe, what is wrong with you that, when it is
said to you, "Come out in the way of Allah," you turn heavy
(and cling) to the ground. Have you become happy with the
worldly life instead of the Hereafter? - 38.

This was the diagnosis of the disease. Its treatment appears next
when it was said:
So, the enjoyment of the worldly life is but little as compared
with the Hereafter - 38.

The thrust of the argument is that one's major concern in life
should be that of the eternal life in Akhirah. It is this concern for the
Akhirah that offers the only and the most perfect treatment of all diseases. Incidentally, this also happens to be the master prescription for
eradication of crimes that bother human societies all over the world.
The 'Aqa'id of Islam (articles of faith) are based on three principles:
(1)Tauhid (Oneness of Allah); (2) Risalah (the true mission of the messenger and prophet sent by Allah) and (3) Akhirah (Hereafter). Out of
these, the belief in Akhirah is, in all reality, the moving spirit for correction of deeds and serves as an iron wall before crimes and sins. A
little thought would make it amply clear that there can be no peace in
the world without subscribing to this belief. The world as we see it today has reached its zenith in terms of its material progress. Then,
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there is no dearth of functional solutions and plans designed to eradicate crimes. Laws proliferate. So does the administrative machinery to
interpret and implement the objective. No doubt, there is progress in
those terms. But, along with it, everyone is witnessing crimes increasing day by day, everywhere, in all societies. The reason, in our humble
view, is no other but that the disease has not been properly diagnosed
and the line of treatment is not sound. The root of the disease is materialism, excessive indulgence in the temporal and negligence or avoidance of the thought of any life to come. The only way this frame of
mind can be corrected is to remember Allah and think about the Akhirah, the life to come. Whenever and wherever in this world this master
prescription was used, whole nations and their societies became models of humanity a t its best earning the admiration of angels. That this
& J-ll A,
happened during the blessed period of the Holy Prophet
and during the age of his noble Companions, is sufficient as its proof.

+,

It is interesting that the modern world would very much like to
eradicate crimes but it would do so by not having to bother about God
and the Hereafter. To achieve this purpose, it invents, introduces and
surrounds itself with things to live with - a lifestyle which would never allow human beings to turn their attention towards God and Hereafter. The result of this negative approach is no mystery. We are
watching it with our own eyes. Even in the face of ever better laws, all
legal systems seem to be failing. Crimes are there as they were, in
fact, they are increasing with dangerous speed. To conclude, we wish
that intelligent people among countries and nations of the world would
think of using this Qur'gnic prescription, a t least for once, and discover
for themselves how easily crimes can be controlled.
Now, as we move to the second verse (391, the text has, after serving
a notice of warning to the lazy and the listless about their disease and
its treatment, delivered its verdict by saying:
'If you do not come out for Jihad, Allah will have you go
through a painful punishment and bring in your place a nation other than you, and (by your refusal to follow Islam) you
can bring no loss to Allah (or His Messenger) because Allah is
powerful over everything.'
In the third verse (40), by citing the event of the Hijrah of the Holy
Prophet &, it has been stressed that the Rasul of Allah has no need to
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depend on any human help and support. Allah can help him directly
through unseen factors - as it happened a t the time of Hijrah when
his own people had forced him to leave his homeland. On this journey,
the only companion he had was Sayyidna Abu Bakr L;S &I&, the true
one. Enemy foot soldiers and riders were looking for them in hot pursuit. The place to hide he had found was no fortified fortress. I t was
just a cave and the enemy search party had reached close to its edges.
Inside it, the companion of the cave, Sayyidna Abu Bakr L;S &IdJ
was
worried, not for his own safety, but about his ma;ter. He was in fear
lest the enemy outside were to harm the Holy Prophet &. But, the
master himself was sitting calm like a mountain a t peace. Not simply
that he was himself cool and collected, he was telling his companion,
<
Sayyidnz Abu Bakr: ir. j ! j j Y ('la t a b a n innalliiha ma'an2: Do not
grieve. Allah is with us).
@
,,,/

9/,#/

What has been said here is composed of a couple of words, easy and
effortless as they sound. But, let those listening place the blueprint of
conditions prevailing before their eyes, cross their hearts and ask: Can
someone dependent on mere material means be that tranquil? Every
honest person would say that it was just not possible. The reason for
this was no other but that which the Qur'an has given in the next sentence:
So, Allah sent down His tranquility on him and strengthened
him with troops you did not see ...

These troops could be troops of angels, and of the elemental forces
of the entire universe too - for they are, so to say, a virtual army of Allah. When this happened, the ultimate came to be. The. word of disbelievers was rendered low and the word of Allah remained the highest.
In the fourth verse (41), the command given earlier has been repeated for emphasis. It is being said here that, once the Prophet of Allah orders people to come out for Jihad, they must come out as a matter of absolute obligation - for on the compliance of this command
hinges all that is good for them.
The fifth verse (42) mentions an excuse offered by those who did not
participate in the JihGd because of negligence and lethargy. It was rejected as unacceptable because they did not use the ability given by Allah to pick and choose the right thing to do in His way. Therefore, the
excuse of not having that ability is not valid.
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Allah has forgiven you; why did you permit them before the truthful ones could become distinct to you, and
you could be sure of the liars. [431
Those who believe in Allah and in the Last Day do not
ask you to be excused from jihad with their wealth and
lives. And Allah is aware of the God-fearing. 1441
Only those people ask you to be excused who do not believe in Allah and in the Last Day and whose hearts are
in doubt, so they are wavering in their doubt. [451
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And had they wished to set out, they would have made
some preparation for it, but Allah disliked their going
forth, so He detained them, and it was said to them,
"Stay back with those who are staying back." [46]
And had they set out with you, they would have added
nothing for you but trouble, and would have run
around in your midst seeking disorder for you. And
among you there are their listeners. And Allah is aware
of the wrongdoers. 1471
They sought disorder even earlier and tried to upset
matters for you, until the Truth arrived and the will of
Allah prevailed, though they disliked it. [481
And among them there is one who says, "Allow me (to
stay behind) and do not expose me to an ordeal." Look!
They have already fallen into an ordeal, and certainly
the Jahannam has the disbelievers encircled. [491
If some good comes to you, it annoys them, and if some
suffering visits you, they say, "We had already taken
care of our problem" and they go their way delighted.
[501

Say, "Nothing can ever reach us except what Allah has
written for us. He is our Master. And in Allah alone the
believers must place their trust." [fill
Say, "Is it not that you are expecting for us but one of
the two good things (martyrdom and victory)? And we
are expecting for you that Allah sends to you a punishment from Himself or at our hands. So, wait. Of course,
we are waiting with you. [52]

Commentary
Mentioned in most of the seventeen verses of this entire section are
hypocrites who had, on false pretexts, secured permission from the
r-js JJI
that they would not go to participate in the
Holy Prophet
Jihad of Tabuk. Falling under it, there are many injunctions, rulings
and instructions that have been pointed out in the commentary.

+,

The first verse (43) begins in a subtle manner. Here, a complaint
has been made to the Holy Prophet
~r&IA. He has been told that
those hypocrites were lying when they presented themselves as deserving of being excused from active service in Jihad. But, he accepted
their plea without first having made an inquiry about the real state of

+,
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affairs with them which would have made the true and false of it come
out clearly. This gave them the opportunity to go about congratulating
themselves on how smartly they had deceived the Holy Prophet &.
Though, in verses coming next, Allah Ta'ala has also clarified that
those people were asking to be excused from Jihad just to play tricks otherwise, even if they were not permitted, still then, they would have
never gone. And in another verse, it was also pointed out that, in case
these people did go to this Jihzd, it would have been of no use to Muslims - in fact, their conspiracy and mischief would have been far more
dangerous.
But, the drift of the argument is that, in case, permission was not
given, they were still not going to go anyway - however, their hypocrisy would have definitely been exposed and they would not have had
the opportunity to throw taunts a t Muslims and exult that they had
fooled them. And the real purpose here is not to show wrath or displeasure, instead of that, it is a way of saying that, in future, the motives and moves of such people should be watched and screened carefully. Then, it can be conceded that there does exist a certain kind of
displeasure in the external framework of words but it has been coated
with a delightful concern for sensitivities, particularly that of his dear
prophet. We can see that the expression of displeasure which begins
with the words: $'s$p (why did you permit them?) does not actually
begin until said ahead of it was: da JJI L (Allah has forgiven you)!
It has been said by people having insight in the nature of Godl ~
+JJI & had a special
Prophet relationship that the ~ oProphet
attachment to Allah Jalla Thanguh. His heart could not simply bear
the shock of being in a situation where he is subjected to questioning
from Allah Ta'KlK. For instance, if the words: $G$$ (why did you permit them?) - which translate as interrogation in their formal appearance - were said in the very beginning, the blessed heart of the Holy
& AI& would have been simply unable to take it. ThereProphet
fore, the words: LGyhlG: (Allah has forgiven you) have been placed earlier. This serves two purposes. Firstly, it gives him the information
that something has happened, something that was not liked by Allah.
Secondly, the information that he has been forgiven for whatever had
happened was being given beforehand so that what is said next should
not break his blessed heart.

+,
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As for the word of forgiveness, let there be no doubt about it and let
no one say that forgiveness is usually given for crimes and sins - and
the Holy Prophet +, &A 91&was ma'sGm (protected from sin) - what,
then, would be the sense of forgiveness a t this place? The answer is
that the way there is forgiveness for sin, similarly, there could also be
forgiveness for what is contrary to the preferred way (khilzf aal-awlZ)
or is simply undesirable - and that does not violate the concept of the
'ismah (infallibility) of a prophet.
In the second (44) and third (45) verses given there was the difference between believers and hypocrites. Those who believe in Allah
Ta'alii truly and staunchly do not pick an occasion like that only to
seek desertion from Jihad just for the sake of love for their lives and
wealth and go about asking the permission of their prophet to stay
back. In fact, this is the behavior of only those who do not believe in
Allah and the Day of Judgement ( a h i r a h ) , truly and correctly - and,
as for Allah, He knows the God-fearing perfectly well.
At least, one aspect of why their excuse was false has been given in
the fourth (46) where it has been said: ".aLil:&<$$~$l(And
;i;i; had
they [really] wished to set out [for Jihgd], they would have [of necessity] made [at least] some preparation for it [but they made none] - 46).
This shows that the plea of having an excuse was false. The truth of
the matter was that they just did not have any intention to come out
for Jihad.

How do we know if an excuse is reasonable or unreasonable?
An important principle comes out from this verse, a principle that
can be used to distinguish between a reasonable and an unreasonable
excuse. To wit, an excuse presented only by those who are ready to
carry out orders - but, were rendered helpless by some accident - can
be entertained and accepted. This rule applies to all matters pertaining to the excusable. As for a person who made no preparation to carry
out orders, did not even make the intention to carry them out when
called, thereafter, came some excuse - then, this excuse will be like
the excuse of sin which is worse than the sin. This will not be taken as
a genuine excuse. Take the example of a person who has made all
preparations to present himself in the masjid for his Jumu'ah prayers
and is intending to go there when, all of a sudden, came a n impediment which prevented him from going there. Then, his excuse is rea-
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sonable - and Allah TacZliblesses such a person with the full reward
of his 'Ibadah (worship). As for the person who just did not make any
preparation but, later on, by chance, there came an excuse before him,
then, this will be taken as nothing but a ruse and pretext.
Take a n example from everyday life. One makes the necessary
preparations to get up early in the morning and get ready for the Fajr
Salah. An alarm was set in the family clock, or somebody was assigned
to give a wake-up call. After that, by chance, whatever arrangements
were made did not work - and because of this, the SalZh was missed.
This is similar to what happened to the Holy Prophet & when he
camped on a journey late at night (Lailatu 't-ta'rfs). In order to get up
that
on time for Fajr Salah, he arranged with Sayyidnia Bilal L;C &I
he would sit the night out and wake up everybody when morning
comes. But, by chance, sleep overtook him too. Everyone got up only
when the sun had risen. So, this excuse is correct and reasonable.
said:
Based on this, consoling his Companions, the Holy Prophet
/5
$
,&I
y? . k ? lLi! r$l yl:i s Y ' ( ~ h e r is
e no negligence in sleep. Negligence
occurs oniy whhn awace) that is, one is excusable in sleep. The reason
was that, as far as it was possible to do, arrangements had already
been made to get up on time.
&J

9.

In short, a decision about an excuse being reasonable or unreasonable can be taken only by knowing whether or not preparation was
made to carry out orders. Simply using a lot of words to make a point
gets nothing done.
In the fifth (47) verse, it was explained that the hypocrites had procured the permission to stay away from Jihiad by deceit and now it was
better that they just did not participate in it. Had they gone there,
they would have done nothing but hatch conspiracies, circulate rumors
and spread disorder. The Qur'anic statement: $';*(And among
you there are their listeners) means that, among Muslims, there were
some simple people too, people who could be easily taken advantage of
and who may have likely been affected by their false rumors.

&;

%'I

I
The opening sentence of the sixth verse (48):' ~ & I ~ &'(They
sought disorder even earlier ...) refers to what had happened in the
battle of ' m u d .

The statement: 5$$

$; &$fd;

( ... and the will of Allah prevailed,
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though they disliked it) at the end of the verse indicates that victory is
in the hands of Allah. This has been proved on earlier occasions when
Ljc JJI
was blessed with victory. The same will
the Holy Prophet
happen in this Jihad as well when all tricks played by hypocrites will
fail.

+,

In the seventh verse (491, after citing a particular excuse made by a
noted hypocrite called Jadd ibn Qays, a comment has been made
which shows how astray he had gone. The excuse for not going on Jihad he came up with was that he happened to be a young man. If he
went out against the Roman Christians in their territory, there were
chances that' he might fall into the snare of their beautiful women!
,<i
('Do not expose me to an ordeal') The Qur'an responded by saying: j
I G G(Look!
~ they have already fallen into an ordeal). It means that
such people were not very smart. They were trying to hide behind the
excuse of an imaginary ordeal, not realizing that they had already fallen into the sin of a certain ordeal, the ordeal of acting against the
command of Allah and His Messenger, and of deserting the Jihad effort, right on the spot.

+ (and certainly the
The last sentence of the verse: ;&'$'~'-'.':
Jahannam has the disbelievers encircled) could have two meanings. It
could either mean that the Hell would encircle them in the Hereafter.
Or, it could mean that the very chain of causes, which are operating to
take them to Hell, and which have them all encircled a t that time, are
what has been equated with Hell. Given this interpretation, it would
suggest that they happen to be, even now, within the larger circle of
nothing but Hell.
In the eighth verse (501, yet another aspect of their low nature has
been mentioned by saying that, though these people live among Muslims giving the outward impression that they are one of them, but they
are soon exposed by their inner reactions to what happens to the Holy
The text illustrates it by saying:
Prophet +, +LIA.
(If some good comes to you, it annoys them) and: LA 2
?
;
,J ' ,92 ,s,.#,9 '
jrj f,149,
JLi & i$T (and if some suffering visits you, they say, "We
had already taken care of our problem"). They would take it as expedient in their favor that they did not go along with Muslims and found
the results satisfying enough to go away delighted.

.

.
I
.
>
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In the ninth verse (51),Allah Ta'alG has instructed the Holy Prophet
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*Ill &, and Muslims, that they should not allow themselves to

be affected by things like that said by the hypocrites and that they
must always keep reality as it is before them. The words of the Holy
,9 '2
2 , s 79
,
&;d;.'$ ~ h
*L;
l 5\C&
J ji (Say, "Nothing
Qur9;n are: &$I $$$&I
can ever reach us except what Allah has written for us. He is our Master. And in Allah alone the believers must place their trust"). In other
is being asked that he should tell
words, the Holy Prophet +, &A &I
those, who worship material causes such as these, that they were in a
serious deception. These material causes were no more than a curtain.
The power that moves inside them belongs to none but Allah. Whatever happens to us is exactly whatever Allah has written for us - and He
is our Master, Guardian and Helper. And Muslims must place their
real trust in Him alone. Consequently, they must see material causes
as no more than effective agents and signs while never taking them to
be the real dispensers of any good or evil.
I

Belief in Destiny includes Management of affairs: Giving
Inaction or Mismanagement the name of Trust is Wrong
This verse (51) brings into sharp focus the essential reality of the religious issue of Taqdir (destiny) and Tawakkul (trust). The outcome of
believing in Taqdir and Tawakkul should never be that one goes home,
sits tight, does nothing and says what will be will be. This is no belief
in destiny and this is no practice of trust. Instead, the thing to do is
that one should devote full personal energy and courage to put together whatever lawful material means one can arrange for - within the
range of what lies in control. After this has been done, the matter
should be resigned to destiny and trust. However, the caveat is that
one has to keep his or her sight trained toward Allah alone - for it is
He who has the ultimate outcome of everything one does under His absolute power and control.
Speaking generally, people around the world are found in great
confusion about the religious problem of Taqdir and Tawakkul. Some
of them are plain irreligious. They just do not recognize the very possibility that something like that exists. They are content with material
means as the deity they are comfortable with. Then, there are other
people who lack proper awareness. They have turned destiny and trust
into a pretext for their sloth and inertia. The Prophet of Islam, may
the blessing of Allah and peace be upon him, made full preparation for
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Jihad, after which, the revelation of this verse put an end to this cycle
of excess and deficiency and showed the right way - as put in the live~ t ;JJY'
~ jr! (With Tawakkul [trust], do tie the
ly Persian saying: .+
knees of the camel). To sum up, means which you have the option to
utilize, are nothing but blessings given by Allah Ta'ala. Not taking advantage of these means is ingratitude, even stupidity. Of course, do
not give means the status they do not have and believe that results
and outcomes are not subservient to these means - instead of all that,
they obey the command of Allah Almighty.
The tenth verse (52), while mentioning the charming demeanor of
the man of true faith, has given an answer to hypocrites delighted over
the discomfort of Muslims. According to the man of true faith, the
thing that hypocrites take as suffering for Muslims and which makes
them happy is really no suffering for them. In fact, it is another form
of comfort and success. The reason is that a man of true faith becomes
deserving of eternal returns and rewards even after having failed in
his strong resolve, something that is the real objective of all his successes. Therefore, he succeeds, even in failure and gains, even in loss.
Z,

The first sentence of the verse: @'I
&l?!Lk$.Z$/$ (Say, "Is it not
t h a t you are expecting for us but one of the two good things
[martyrdom and victory]"?) means exactly this. However, along with it,
it was also said that the fate of the disbelievers was quite contrary for
they will find no respite from suffering or punishment under any condition. Either, they would be punished at the hands of Muslims right
here in this world, in which case, they will taste the punishment in the
mortal and the eternal world both. And, in case, they somehow escaped unscathed in the mortal world, there is no possibility of deliverance from the punishment of the Hereafter.

Verses 53 - 59

Surah Al-Taubah : 9 : 53 - 59

Say, "Spend, willingly or unwillingly, it will never be
accepted from you. You have been a sinning people!'
[53J

And nothing has prevented their spending(s) from
being accepted from them but that they have
disbelieved in Allah and in His Messenger, and they do
not come to the Qalih but lazily, and do not spend but
unwillingly. [54]
So, their wealth and their children should not attract
you. In fact, Allah wants to punish them with these in
this lowly life and that their souls should depart while
they are disbelievers. [551
And they swear by Allah that they are from among you,
whereas they are not from among you, but they are a
people in fear. [561
If they find a place of refuge or caves or any place to
enter, they will turn towards it running unbridled. [571
And among them there are those who find fault with
you in the matter of S a d a q i t (alms). So, if they are
given some of it, they are quite happy, and if they
are given nothing from it, suddenly they become
unhappy. [581
Only if they were happy with what Allah and His Messenger had given to them, and had said, "Allah is allsufficient for us. Allah shall give us (more) of His grace,
and His Messenger as well. Indeed, we crave for Allah
alone." [591
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Commentary
Mentioned in the previous verses were bad morals and bad deeds
of the hypocrites. The same subject continues in the verses quoted
above. As for the statement in verse 55 -- where it has been declared
that the wealth and children of hypocrites should not be taken as a
blessing for them as these are, in fact, a form of punishment from Allah -- it has a reason. Is it not that love for and engrossment in worldly
life becomes a punishment right here in this world? One starts with
desires to acquire worldly wealth, then goes through a series of hard
work to establish the necessary channels, day in and day out, sacrificing sleep, comfort and family life. After that, if one succeeds, come the
concerns of increasing and retaining it - a round the clock punishment
indeed. A serious loss or sickness could become unwelcome cans of
worries, and if one happens to get everything one wants, the vicious
circle continues either through apprehensions of decreasing wealth or
cravings of increasing it further. There is just no respite anytime.
Finally, these things go out of one's hands. This may happen a t the
time of death, or much earlier. Whenever it does, despair takes over.
What is this, if not punishment? Man surrounds himself with articles
of comfort and calls it comfort. Real comfort, the peace and comfort of
the heart is something man has yet to find. But, in the meantime, man
has to rely on material means and things for satisfaction, not realizing
that these agents will keep snatching away his share of peace in this
world and will also become the prelude to the punishment in the world
to come.

Can qadaqah be given to a disbeliever?
The last two verses show that the hypocrites used to receive a
share from properties available as Sadaqat (plural of Sadaqah, meaning a donation through which one seeks reward with Allah Ta'ZlG, usually referred to as alms or charity). But, when they did not get these as
they wished, they became angry and started accusing and cursing. If,
a t this place, Sadaqat are taken in their general sense - which includes all Sadaqat, necessary (wiijib) and voluntary (nafl)- then, there
is no problem, because non-Muslims can be given out of the voluntary
Sadaqat. This is permissible on the basis of the consensus of Muslim
Ummah and stands proved from Sunnah. However, even if Sadaqat at
this place mean what is obligatory, like ZakZh and 'Ushr, then, we
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should remember tha.t the hypocrites were given a share from it on the
basis that they claimed to be Muslims. Since they claimed to believe in
all the necessary articles of faith and their kufr was hidden in their
hearts, with no conclusive proof in their apparent claims they were
treated as Muslims to the extent of this worldly life and Allah Ta'ala
had, in His wisdom, given the orders that the hypocrites should be
treated as Muslims. (Bayin al-Qur'in)

Signs of Hypocrites and Warning for Muslims
In verse 54, two signs of hypocrites have been given: (1)they come
to the Salah lazily and listlessly, and (2) that they spend in the way of
Allah unwillingly.
Muslims have been warned here that sloth in Salah and being sour
a t heart while spending in the way of Allah, that is, ZakZh and Sadaqah, are signs of nif@ (hypocrisy).All Muslims should make conscious
effort to stay safe from these signs.

Verse 60
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The Sadaqit (prescribedalms) are only for the poor, the
needy, those employed to collect these, those whose
hearts are to be won, in (freeing) slaves, in (releasing)
those in debt, in the way of Allah and for a wayfarer this being prescribed by Allah. And Allah is Knowing,
Wise. [601

Commentary
Recipients of $adaqit
Objection raised by some hypocrites against the Holy Prophet
and the answer to that, was given in verses previous to this. It will be
l&
recalled that the hypocrites had blamed the Holy Prophet +, +d
that he (dod forbid) does not observe justice while disbursing SadaqZt
and gives whatever he wishes to whomsoever he chooses.

a,

In the present verse, by listing the recipients of SadaqZt categorywise, Allah Ta'ala has removed their misunderstanding and told them
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that He has himself determined as to who should receive Sadaqat. The
Holy Prophet +,&A JJI & only complies with the Divine decree while
disbursing Sadaqat - doing nothing on his own or with his personal
opinion.
This is also confirmed by the Hadith reported in Abu DZwud and
Darqutni as based on a narration by Sayyidna Ziyad ibn Harith alS u d X who says: I visited the Holy Prophet
Ljs A
1 & where I noticed that he was sending Muslim forces against my people. I said to
him: 'YZRasuCalliih, you do not have to send any troops. I guarantee
that all of them will submit before you with pleasure.' Then I wrote a
letter to my people and all of them embraced Islam. Thereupon, he
,p ,
,
6 (which was like a title saying that this person
said: e$ 3 @I.
was the beloved one of his people who followed him!). I submitted: 'I
deserve no credit for that. Allah, in His grace, guided them right and
they embraced Islam.' I was still present in the sitting, says the narrator, when a person came in asking for something. The answer he gave
to him was:

+,

'9'

"Allah Ta'ZlZ has never handed over the distribution of Sadaqat to any prophet, even to anyone other than a prophet. Instead of that, He has Himself determined eight categories for
it. If you are included under one of those eight, I can let you
have it. (Tafsir al-Qurtubi, p. 168, v. 8)
This was the background in which this verse was revealed. Now,
before going to its explanation in full, please understand that Allah
Jalla Thanauh has promised sustenance for the entire creation. Says
9, h
the Qurhn: wj3$1 4 j!&
j
+f i ;
:G; (And there is no creature on
earth but that upon Allah is its provision - 11:6). However, in His infinite wisdom, he has not done something like making all of them equal
in the matter of provision or sustenance - or rizq as the Qur'an says.
This would have done away with the difference of rich and poor. This
is a vast field of inquiry full of hundreds of wise insights into the moral grooming of human beings and into the proper ordering of the universal system they live under - something that cannot be taken up in
details a t this place. So, it was in His wisdom that He made someone
rich and someone else poor and then fixed a share for the poor and
45 *9,9,s2
needy in the riches of the rich. It was said: +is'~;&q
Lu;j #G;$;
(And, in their wealth, there is a share Gxed fir the'asking and the deprived - 70:24) which was theirs as a matter of right.
I
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First of all, this tells us that the command to take out Sadaqah
from the wealth of the wealthy is no favor from them. In fact, this is a
right of the needy the fulfillment of which is their duty. Then, it also
tells us that this right is fixed in the sight of Allah Ta'ala -'not that
someone decreases or increases it a t will, anytime. Pursuant to that,
the duty of making the amount of this fixed right widely known was
assigned to the Holy Prophet
Ljc &I&.
Therefore, he acted with
marked diligence and elan in this matter. He could have informed his
Companions about it orally. But, he did not consider it to be sufficient.
Instead, he had detailed executive orders written and placed in the
custody of Sayyidna 'Umar and Sayyidna 'Amr ibn Hazam Lgtc JJl A>.
This clearly proves that the niszb (threshold) of Zakiih, and the
amount of ZakZh in each niszb, have been fixed by Allah Ta'ala and
promulgated through His Messenger to remain valid forever. No one,
a t any time and in any country, has any right to decrease, increase,
change or alter what has been prescribed.

+,

It is correct to say that the obligation of Sadaqah and Zakah was
already decreed by revelation during the early stage of Islam in Makkah al-Mukarramah. Tafsir authority, Ibn Kathir has cited the verse of
SGrah Al-Muzzammil: ;,@I I:~$&I
I&,G (So, establish Salah and give
Zakah - 73:20) in proof because this S i r a h is among those that belong
to the initial period of revelation and, along with Salah, it carries the
injunction of Zakah. However, the narratives of Hadith seem to indicate that, during the initial period of Islam, any particular niszb for
Zakah, or a particular amount, was not fixed. In its absence, whatever
was left behind after having served the needs of a Muslim was spent
in the way of Allah. The fixation of niszb and the declaration of the
amount of Zakah came after Hijrah in Madinah al-Taiyyibah. After
that, the firmly established system of the receipts of ZakZh and Sadaqat was something that came into existence only after the conquest of
Makkah.
This verse - with the consensus of the Sahabah and the Tabi'Tn describes the disbursement of the same obligatory (wiijib) Sadaqah
which is obligatory on Muslims like Salah, because the heads of disbursement fixed in this verse are the heads of the obligatory Sadaqat.
As for the voluntary (NafZ)Sadaqat, given the clear statements of Hadith narratives, their range is quite vast. To be precise, they are not
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restricted to these eight heads of expenditure.
Though, in the verse appearing above, the general word: &ro
(Sadaqat) has been used - which apparently may include the obligatory and the voluntary both - but, there is a consensus of the Muslim
Ummah, on the point that this verse refers only to the obligatory
(wijib) Sadaqat. It appears in Tafsir al-Qurtubi that the word: ~b
(Sadaqah) whenever used in an absolute sense anywhere in the Qur'an
- while there is no textual evidence to prove that it is voluntary Sadaqah - it invariably means obligatory Sadaqah at that place.
This verse has been initiated with the word: lil (innumi) which is
used for restriction (hasr and inhisar). Thereby, the very first word in
the beginning of the statement speaks for itself that the recipients of
Sadaqat being enumerated next are obligatory Sadaqat and must,
therefore, be spent on them. In fact, obligatory Sadaqat cannot be
spent on any good cause other than them, such as, the preparation for
Jihad or making masjids and religious schools or other institutions of
public welfare. Though, all these projects are necessary and there is
great reward for investing in them, but obligatory Sadaqat the quantum of which stands fixed cannot be applied to such projects.
The second word: csbb (Sadaqat) appearing in the verse is the plural form of Sadaqah. Lexically, it denotes a portion of the wealth or
property that is spent for the sake of Allah (QZmiis). In Mufradat alQur'an, Imam Raghib al-Isfahani has said that Sadaqah is called Sadaqah because it is derived from the root of 'Sidq' which means 'truth'
and the one who gives something in Sadaqah purports that he is true
in his word and deed, he has no worldly motives and is spending for
the pleasure of Allah only. Therefore, a Sadaqah mixed up with a desire to earn a fair name or to project one's personality or any other
worldly motive conceivable has been declared to be null and void by
the Holy Qur'an.
As stated earlier too, the word: jb (Sadaqah) is general in terms of
its real meaning. It is used for voluntary Sadaqah as well as for obligatory Zakah. Its use for nafZ (voluntary or supererogatory charity) is already very common. However, it has also been used for fard (obligatory
or prescribed alms) at several places in the Qur'an, for example: $2
*'. ,
iir, @!$ct'~ake out of their wealth a Sadaqah [obligatory alms] - 9:103)
and the verse:
Sadaqat [prescribed alms] are only for ...)

he
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under discussion right now. In fact, according to the verification of
commentator Al-Qurtubi, when the Qur7Zn mentions the word: GL(Sadaqah) in a n absolute sense, it invariably means the f a r d
(obligatory) Sadaqah.
In Qadith narratives, the word: ~b(Sadaqah) has also been used
for every good deed, for instance, says the Hadith: 'Meeting a Muslim
with a smile is also a $adaqah.' Or, 'helping the bearer of a burden carry it is also a Sadaqah.' Or, 'to share the water drawn from a well for
personal use with someone else is also a Sadaqah.' In these Hadith references, the word: ~ i r (Sadaqah)
p
has been used in its general sense
with a figurative touch.
The third word after that begins with: .IN
(li' 1-fuqar2). It will be
noted that the letter lam appears in the very beginning, a letter used
to carry the sense of particularization. Therefore, the sentence would
mean that all Sadaqat rightfully belong only to those who have been
mentioned later.
Now, we can go to a detailed description of the eight recipients
mentioned after that:
Out of these, the first category of recipients is that of al-fuqarz
(the poor) followed by the second which is that of a l - m a s Z k h (the
needy or indigent). There is, though, difference of opinion about the
real meaning of 'faqTr' and 'miskfn.' A 'faqfr' is one who has nothing
while a 'rniskfn' is one who has less than the nisab.' But, they remain
the same under the injunction of Zakah. No difference exists there.
The outcome is that a person who does not own wealth or property to
the value of niszb in excess of his or her basic needs shall be a person
to whom Zakah can be given and for that person too this taking of Zakah is permissible. As for 'basic needs,' included therein is everything
like the residential house, utensils in use, clothes and furniture etc.
Anyone who has the niszb, that is, 7 112 tolas gold, or 52 112 tolas3 of
silver, or its equivalent in cash - and is not in debt - then, it is not
permissible for such a person to receive Zakah nor is it permissible for
1. The minimum quantity or amount, or threshold of wealth or property
liable to payment of obligatory Zakzh (prescribed alms or poor-due)

2. =87.48 grams.
3. = 612.36 grams.
2 & 3 as determined by Hadrat Maulana Mufti Muhammad Shafi 415 &IL+,
in his -9 jIj,I .
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anyone to give it to him. Similarly, a person who has some silver or
cash and some gold and the combined market price equals the price of
52 1/2 tolas (612.36 grams) of silver, then, this person too is deemed to
have the niszb. It is not permissible for him to take Zakgh nor is it permissible for anyone to give it to him. But, a person who is not a man of
niszb, however, is strong and healthy to earn his livelihood, and has
enough for a day, then, giving Zakah to him is, no doubt, permissible
but what is not permissible is that he goes about asking people to help
him out. Many such people ignore this restriction not realizing that
stretching their hands before others is Haram (unlawful). Whatever
such a person acquires by soliciting has been equated by the Holy
Prophet +, & BI & with an ember from Hell. (AbG DawGd, on the authority of a report from Sayyidna 'Mi, Qurtubi)

So, the outcome is that there is no difference in a 'faq&' and a
'miskfn' as far as ZakEh is concerned. But, it does make a difference in
the injunction of Wasiyyah (will). If a will is made for the 'maszkin,'
what kind of people will be eligible to receive the bequeathed amount?
And if the will is made for 'fuqarg what kind of people will be its recipients? There is no need to describe its details a t this place. In brief,
the common thing between the two categories - the 'faqir' and the
'miskin' - is that whoever of the two receives from the property of Zakah should be a Muslim and should not be the owner of property which
is more than his basic needs, or the standard of niszb.
Common Sadaqgt can, however, be given to non-Muslims as well.
& JJI & has said: $&3?
,
$ig
,
I$&
( ~ i v Sadae
The Holy Prophet
qah to people of all religions). But, about the Sadaqah of Zakgh, the
while sending Sayyidna Mu'adh ibn Jabal
Holy Prophet +, & BIA,
u &I dJ
to Yaman, had instructed him that ZakGh should be taken
from the rich among Muslims and be spent over their poor. Therefore,
Zakah can be spent only among Muslim fuqara (the poor) and mas&fn
(the needy). However, with the exception of Zakah, it is permissible to
give other Sadaqat - even the Sadaqitu 'I-Pi@- to a non-Muslim 'faqi;..'

+,

(Hidayah)

Incidentally, the second condition that a person should not be the
owner of niszb mentioned a little earlier becomes self-evident from the
very meaning of a 'faq.6' and a 'miskh' - because, either he would have
nothing or, a t the least, would have less than the fixed amount of nis-
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Gb holdings. Therefore, a 'faqFr7 and a 'miskk' are common in the sense
that they both do not possess property matching the standard value of
niszb. After having mentioned these two categories of recipients, the
text describes six more. Out of these, the the first (which is the third in
the aggregate list) is that of the collectors of Sadaqah which has been
described in the text as: &+,Gi
(and those employed to collect
them). This refers to those who are appointed by the Islamic government to collect the Sadaqit of Zakih and 'Ushr etc. from the people and
deposit it in the BaytulmGl (the state treasury). Since these appointees
spend all their time in carrying out this service, therefore, taking care
of their needs is a responsibility that falls on the Islamic government.
This verse of the Qur'an has, by allotting a share to them in the disbursement of ZakGh, has categorically determined that the payment
for the services rendered by them shall be made from the head of ZakGh.
Actually, Allah Ta'alii has entrusted the duty of taking Zakih and
Sadaqat from Muslims directly with the Holy Prophet ,&
+,91A,
as
(Take out of their wealth a Sadaqah
said in the verse: fL.&+1$2;&.$
,'
[obligatory alms] - 9:103) which appears later on in this very Surah.
Detailed comments about it will be taken up there. However, it is sufficient to mention here that, in the light of this verse, the duty of taking Zakah and Sadaqat has been placed on the shoulders of the Amir of
Muslims. It is obvious that the Amir cannot carry out this duty all by
himself throughout the country without functional executives and assistants. It is these executives and assistants who have been mentioned in the words: @ ~,Cti;(and those employed to collect them).
It was to implement the command given in these verses that the
Ljs
had sent many Companions as functional
Holy Prophet
executives responsible for collecting Zakah and Sadaqat to many regions of the Islamic state. The payment he had made for the services
rendered by them was, as instructed in the verse, from the very
amount collected as Zakiih. Included among such people were Sahabah
who were rich. In Hadith, the Holy Prophet +, & 91& said: gzdaqah
is not h a l d for anyone rich (al-ghaniyy: owner of m d , that is, wealth
and property) except five persons: (1)One who has set out for Jihad
where he does not have necessary financial support with him though, he may be rich back home. (2) The 'Amil of Sadaqah (the collec-

+,

tor) employed to carry out this duty. (3) One who, though, owns wealth
and property, but is in debt for more than the worth of what he has.
(4) One who buys Sadaqah property from a 'rnishh' (needy person)
against cash. (5) One who has been given a gift of property acquired as
Sadaqah by some poor person ('faq&').
As for the problem of determining the proportion of the amount of
money to be paid to those employed to collect Sadaqat, the answer lies
in the rule that it will be paid in accordance with the status of their
working hours and performance. (Jassas, a k a m al-Qur'an and Qurtubi)
Of course, it will be necessary that the salaries of the employees do
not go higher than a half of the total ZakZh. If the collection of Zakgh
is low, so low that, after the disbursement of salaries to employees, not
even that half remains available, then, salaries would have to be reduced. More than half shall not be spent. (Tafsir Mazharj, Zahiriyyah)
What has been said above shows that the amount of money given
to those employed to collect Sadaqah from the head of Zakih is not given to them as Sadaqah, instead of which, it is a payment in return for
their service. Therefore, they deserve to get this amount despite being
rich - and it is permissible to give this amount to them from the Zakiih
funds. Out of the eight heads of Zakih disbursement, this is the only
head in which the amount of ZakZh is given as payment in return for
services rendered. Otherwise, ZakZh is the very name of the gift given
to the poor without being a return for any services - and if a poor person was given something from ZakZh funds against some service rendered, ZakEh remained unpaid.
For this reason, two questions arise here - firstly, how was Zakih
property given in return for services rendered, and secondly, how
could this Zakah property become h a l d (lawful) for the rich person?
Both these questions have the same answer - that we should understand the real status of those employed to collect Sadaqah. The status
of these employees is that of the authorized representatives of alfuqar&' the poor ones, and everyone knows that the taking of possession by an authorized representative is regarded to be as good as the
possession taken by the principal himself. If a person makes someone
his representative authorized to recover his debt and the other person
in debt hands over the amount of debt to this authorized representative, then, soon after the possession taken by the representative, the li-
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ability of the debtor stands discharged. So, when the amount of Zakiih
has been recovered by those employed to collect it in their capacity as
the authorized representatives of the poor, i.e. the fuqarz, then, the
amount of Zakgh received from people stands duly paid. Now, this
whole amount lies under the ownership of the fuqara on whose behalf
the 'Zmilin have received it in the capacity of their authorized representative. Hence, the amount given to them in return for their services
is in fact given to them by the 'fuqar2' as a compensation of services
they have rendered for thein, because once zakzh is received by a faq&
or his agent, he may give it to anyone against his services.
Now remains the question: The f u q a r 2 never made these people
their authorized representatives. How, then, did they become their
agents in fact? The answer is that the head of a Muslim State (the
'Amir) has been appointed by Allah Ta'alii as a representative of all the
poor to collect and disburse zakzh on their behalf. The logical consequence of this arrangement is that the persons appointed by an 'Amir,
being his deputies, are also taken to be the representatives of the poor.
To sum up, that which was given to those employed to collect Sadaqiit (prescribed alms) was really no Zakah as such. Instead of that, it
was given to them as compensation in return for the service rendered
by them on behalf of the poor recipients of Zakiih. It is like a poor person making someone an attorney for his case and paying for his services from what he has received from Zakiih funds. In this situation, the
payment of attorney's fee cannot be termed as the payment of Zakah.

Special Note
Details given above also tell us that those who collect Sadaqat and
Zakiih for Islamic religious schools and organizations (without being
appointed by a n Islamic state for that purpose) are not included in
' ' ~ r n i l h(collectors
'
of zak&) as contemplated in the Holy Qur'in.
The reason is that neither the individual poor persons have authorized them to receive zakzh on their behalf, nor the head of an Islamic
state has appointed them as such. Their correct position is that the zakZh - payers have made them their agent to disburse zak& among the
deserving people. Therefore, they can neither draw their salaries from
zakzh, nor can the obligation of a zakzh-payer be discharged by their
possession, unless they pay it to a person entitled to receive zak&.
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Generally, serious negligence is shown in this matter. Many institutions collect ZakZh funds and keep it for years. Zakah payers think
that their ZakZh stands paid - although, their Zakah will stand paid
only when the amount given by them has been disbursed in favor of its
recipients.
Similarly, there are many others who would unknowingly take
such people to be included under the Qur'znic injunction about the collectors of Sadaqah and go on to pay their salaries from the funds of ZakZh itself. This is non-permissible, for the givers and the takers both.

Another Question: Payment for 'Ibadah
Another question should be clarified here. It is inferred from some
Qur'anic indicators and narrations of Hadith that taking wages and
compensation on 'Ibadah is harzm (unlawful, forbidden). The Musnad
of &mad reports a Hadith from Sayyidna 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Shibl
LZ &I,&
according to which the Holy Prophet
JII has said:
9P'.
+,Ip L - Y ; S ~$
!:,~I
(Recite the Qur'an but do not eat by means of it). In
some other reports, the compensation taken on the Qur'an has been
called a piece of Hell. It is on this basis that many jurists of Muslim
Ummah have held that the taking of wages or compensation for any
act of 'Ibadah (worship) is not permissible. Then, it is also evident that
the function of collecting prescribed alms is a religious mission and a n
act of 'ibzdah. The Holy Prophet +, 4dl& has called it a kind of Jihad. According to this principle it should not have been lawful to receive any remuneration for collecting zakdz. But, this verse of the Holy
Qur'an has clearly declared it to be permissible and has included it a s
one of the eight heads under which ZakGh can be disbursed.

.

+, +

Imam al-Qurtubi has taken up this question in his Commentary.
He has said that taking compensation for 'Ibadat (acts of worship) that
are obligatory (fard) or compulsory individually (waTjib al-'ain) is absolutely haram (unlawful). But, taking any compensation for duties
called fard al-kifaah is permissible in accordance with this very verse.
Fard al-Kifayah means that a duty has been imposed on the entire
Muslim community or on a whole city as a collective obligation. But, it
is not the duty of every individual to do it. If some of the people there
fulfill the duty, the rest stand absolved. Yes - if no one does it - everyone becomes a sinner.
Imam al-Qurtubi has also said that this very verse proves that

